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FROM THE ALLIANCE PRESIDENT
WELCOME

T

his edition of In Alliance is themed engaging
girls in the creative arts and includes a
plethora of articles from our member schools.
Together they provide the opportunity to reflect
on the integral role of the arts in today’s
educational landscape. There is a considerable body of
research that describes the contribution arts programs
make to both academic and social and emotional
development. Our Research Review focuses on school
music programs. It provides a comprehensive summary
of current findings and highlights two case studies
with astounding results.
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The Alliance biennial conference, Creative Girls,
Creative Women, will offer educators an opportunity
to hear from outstanding presenters on the topic of
creativity. This event will also offer interactive
discussions and debates on the critical issues
affecting educators and networking opportunities
for teachers and leaders in girls’ education. Come
and join us in Wellington, New Zealand, from Sunday
25 May through to Tuesday 27 May 2014. Easy
registration is available from our website.
As President I have the honour of representing girls’
schools in the media from time to time. Recently I have
been asked of my opinion on the #Banbossy campaign
in the USA. It is definitely worth a look at the video clip
created to share a message of the use of the word
‘bossy’ with girls.
Facebook COO’s Sheryl Sandberg and Girl Scouts
of the USA’s CEO Anna Maria Chávez recognise this in
their Wall Street Journal article raising awareness of how
gendered use of language discourages girls to lead:
“When a little boy asserts himself, he’s called
a ‘leader.’ Yet when a little girl does the same, she
risks being branded ‘bossy’. Words like bossy send a
message: don’t raise your hand or speak up.” write the
proponents of the #banbossy campaign. “By middle
school, girls are less interested in leading than boys – a
trend that continues into adulthood.”
Having been involved in girls’ education in Australia
for over 25 years, this campaign caught my attention
with its broad message about the impact of language
on young women’s belief in their capacity to lead. In our
girls’ schools we want to empower young women and
provide them with opportunities to have a voice.
Using the word ‘bossy’ to describe assertive
or opinionated women is one example of negative
language used, either consciously or by habit, to hold
women in more submissive roles in society. Alongside
parents, educators have a responsibility to teach
young women that empowerment is important, and
that for example, “The girl with the courage to raise her
hand in class becomes the woman with the confidence
to assert herself at work.”

“Bossy” is not a word with positive connotations,
nor does it describe good leadership. Yet it’s a word
that provides a succinct example of how language is
used in a gender-biased manner to discourage a girl
from assertively speaking her mind. The power of the
#banbossy campaign with its focus on gendered use
of language and leadership for women is in its ability
to remind men and women of all ages that leadership
is not a feminine or masculine quality. And sometimes
leadership means taking charge of a situation and

MEMBER PROFILE:
MOUNT CARMEL COLLEGE, HOBART

M

ount Carmel College, situated in Sandy Bay, Hobart, is a Catholic school which was founded by the
Sisters of Charity. Their efforts were instrumental in establishing schools and health services across the
country. Mount Carmel College was established in 1942 on its current site, and continues the Charity
ethos and traditions in the 21st century through commitment to first class learning programs, quality
pastoral care, religious education and social justice programs.
Q: WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE
FACING LEADERS OF GIRLS’ SCHOOLS?
As educators we want to provide the best possible
opportunities for the young people we work with to
grow and flourish. We do that particularly well in single
sex learning environments. At Mount Carmel, our girls’
only environment from Grade 3 to Year 10 supports
girls to take intellectual risks and to focus on
excellence in achievement. We understand that girls
will thrive in a learning environment where they are
known, valued and affirmed.

Q: IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ARE THE THREE TOP ISSUES
FACING EDUCATORS OF GIRLS’ TODAY?
making your voice heard - that’s a good thing, and if
done well, it’s not “bossy”.
Educators of young women are acutely aware
that if we don’t empower young women to have a
voice, then society loses half of its social capital.
I encourage you to join the dialogue created by
this campaign and help to raise awareness about
language use and its impact on young girls.
The Executive Committee continue to work on
strategic initiatives to support our mission, vision
and goals:

OUR MISSION
To advocate for and support the distinctive work
of girls’ schools in their provision of unparalleled
opportunities for girls.

OUR VISION
To be the leading voice for the advancement of
girls’ schools.

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS
To promote the education of girls in girls’ schools
through creating public awareness of the philosophy
and practice of girls’ schools.
To provide leadership in girls’ education through
cutting–edge research and leadership development.
To ensure excellence in governance, continuing,
sustainable growth and professionalism in serving
members.
JUDITH POOLE

THE ALLIANCE OF GIRLS SCHOOLS AUSTRALIA

Q&A WITH PRINCIPAL SUSAN RYAN
Q: WHAT DOES LEADERSHIP MEAN TO YOU?
Leadership is intrinsically tied up with being part
of a team or a community, knowing that group well
and then finding ways to empower the members of
the community, so that everyone is working to their
strengths. You can’t be a leader in isolation; you’ve got
to be amongst it, to listen, to understand what makes
the place tick, to appreciate what makes it unique.
I believe to lead a school, you have to lead
with the heart. Nothing is more important than
relationships; where relationships are nurtured, trust
and a spirit of collegiality will also flourish. Yes,
leadership requires energy and vision, but it also
requires being open to possibilities. Good leaders are
always looking for ways to facilitate opportunities for
growth and development.

Q: HOW HAS YOUR LEADERSHIP STYLE EVOLVED?
I’ve been inspired in my teaching journey by some
pretty amazing role models. The people who I’ve really
admired have taught me so much, and continue to do so.
One person of influence suggested to me several years
ago, that it was wise to go into the job with an open mind,
and when all the obvious opportunities to make changes
presented themselves, to write them down on a big list,
and keep that list safely stored in a bottom drawer for
at least six months. I learnt from that person and others
that spending time getting to know people and forming
relationships is much more important than making large
scale changes in a short time span.
Another way by which my style has evolved is
through mistakes. I’ve made some spectacular ones,
but in every one was an opportunity for reflection
and improvement.

Mental health issues affect one in five young
adults, so a designated focus on wellbeing in schools
is an essential investment in long term health. I
believe that we need to train young women to be
resilient. Structured pastoral programs, opportunities
for reflection and meditation, a dedicated attention
to teaching the skills and knowledge for intellectual
and moral growth should all be integrated into the
curriculum, in order to build confidence and positive
attitudes. My strong conviction is that student learning
cannot be separated from student welfare.
A big issue currently is the impact of social media
in shaping the self–image of young women. There’s a
tremendous pressure for girls to compare themselves
with the contrived images that they are bombarded
with by the media. Our challenge as educators is to
actively encourage young women to explore what is
really important: to develop values for living, to identify
their own strengths and to become confident in who
they are. That’s not an easy challenge, because external
influences are presenting a very strong counter–message
that ‘success’ is linked exclusively to body image.
Another challenge, an exciting one, is that curriculum
design for girls should encourage students to connect
learning to their world, think critically and problem
solve creatively.

Q: WHO DO GIRLS LOOK TO AS ROLE MODELS
FOR LEADERSHIP?
Life is just full of role models for our girls, and they
learn from the virtues of many amazing women who have
come before them: their mothers, their grandmothers,
their teachers, and of course contemporary women
of courage such as Malala Yousafza or human rights
activists and Nobel Prize Winners, Aung San Suu Kyi or
Leymah Gobowee. They study inspirational women like
Mother Teresa, whose life was one of service in the slums
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of Calcutta, or Mary Aikenhead, who founded the Sisters
of Charity, and pioneered work in education and health.
They read books by women such as Miles Franklin, who
wrote her first and most famous novel as a teenager.
There is no lack of incredible role models in society
for our girls; what we have to ensure is that these ‘real
people’, these women of courage and strength, are the
models our girls are exposed to, rather than another
type of ‘model’ that some forms of media would have
us assume are more worthy. And to do this, we need
to promote the amazing contributions of women of
character and maintain the conversation with girls,
encouraging them to be critical and discerning thinkers.
I think that presents a wonderful opportunity.

UP FOR THE CHALLENGE

C

osta Rica and Nicaragua are two of the
world’s most biologically diverse regions,
home to spectacular wildlife, volcanoes,
mountains, jungles and, for four challenging
weeks, these countries were also home to a
team of 17 girls from Shelford Girls Grammar School!
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Despite the huge stretches of beautiful pacific
and Caribbean coastline the girls were not there for a
relaxing beach holiday but to embark on their very own
World Challenge expedition. The team set upon their
journey to lead and challenge themselves, their peers
and their teacher in this incredible setting in November
2013, leaving behind their creature comforts, families
and social media!
A World Challenge journey begins long before
teams step foot on the plane. The expedition consists
of four key phases which challengers have to negotiate
and finalise before departure. These stages include
a sustainable project in a local community which the
Shelford girls focused their fundraising efforts towards,
unleashing their inner entrepreneurs on “many a bake
sale and car wash”. Under the guidance of their
teacher Emily Hamilton, the girls spent many months
prior to their departure researching their destinations,
getting to grips with the logistics and infrastructure
challenges of travelling in the developing world, taking
ownership of their itinerary, treks and project and
learning to work together as a team. Here are some of
their thoughts, experiences and highlights from their
World Challenge journey.

“Before I left for the expedition, I was full of mixed
emotions. I was really excited about exploring a new
country, immersing myself in a different culture, seeing the
sights, trying new food. I was a bit nervous as I had not
been able to learn very much Spanish before leaving, and
it was my first time travelling overseas without my parents
or family or to a developing country.” — Izzi Amoore

GROWING GLOBAL CITIZENS
THROUGH THE ARTS
ST. STEPHEN’S GIRLS’ COLLEGE,
HONG KONG

The first taste of expedition life for teams is their preexpedition training camp, a chance for the team to test their
skills and don their backpacks for their first team hike:
“A weekend away in the idealistic location of
Daylesford, sounds relaxing, in reality September
weather meant it was cold and wet, not a good
combination with tents! Though spirits remained high as
the girls took control, organised food for the weekend,
set up camp and had their first experience at hiking in
large numbers. This overnight experience led to mixed
feelings amongst the group, for some it calmed any
nerves surrounding the physical challenge, for some the
realisation that living conditions would be remarkably
different brought forth new nerves, for all the sense of
excitement grew.” —Emily Hamilton
Over the course of four weeks the team was able to
experience the diversity of regions across Costa Rica and
Nicaragua. They undertook a 4 day trekking experience
in Zona Santos, Costa Rica, which put their camping
skills to the test! The team’s community project phase
was completed in in Nuevo Esperanza primary school, in
a small village just outside Granada, Nicaragua. The girls
got stuck into some basic construction work, helping the
school finish two classrooms by painting the interior and
exterior and helping the builders lay tiles.
“One of the most memorable moments was when
we finished work on our project phase because it was
the end of a long week of difficult work. After returning
from World Challenge I feel like I have become a more
open minded person and I have learnt how to solve
problems.” —Alex McFadden
At the end of it all the team from Shelford Girls
Grammar came back to Australia with memories of
a shared experience that will continue to fuel their
inspiration and motivation.
“From the perspective as teacher, seeing the girls
grow as both individuals and as group was fantastic.
Throughout the trip you could almost pinpoint a moment
for each student that made them more resilient or more
confident in their own abilities and I was able to watch
each one blossom into an independent, mature young
woman. Organising a group of 17 girls is a mammoth
task and even more so when you need to stand up and
delegate to your peers, their ability to work as team
improved with each passing day”—Emily Hamilton
Many thanks to challengers Izzi, Alex and teacher
and school leader Emily Hamilton for their hard
work, determination and for sharing their expedition
experiences with us. If you’d like to embark on a World
Challenge expedition please visit www.worldchallenge.
com.au or phone 1300 728 568, for more information
and an insight into our destinations.

REBECCA CHRISTIAN WORLD CHALLENGE
THE ALLIANCE OF GIRLS SCHOOLS AUSTRALIA

a retaining wall near the school. The district–sponsored
Central and Mid–levels Community Beautification Project
promoted harmony, conservation and vitality within
the local community. Our students from Form One to
Form Five participated enthusiastically in this project
and joined hands with pupils from our neighbouring
primary school. The young artists exchanged ideas to
visualize emerging images depicting the mural’s theme of
community harmony. The impressive large–scale painting
was completed in December 2013.

MUSIC IS THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE OF MANKIND.
– Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

T

he arts stimulate creativity and imagination,
boost self–confidence, encourage critical
thinking and connect students to each other
and the broader community. At St. Stephen’s
Girls’ College (SSGC), an Anglican English
Medium Instruction school in Hong Kong, the creative
arts are used as one of many avenues to address whole
person education and global citizenship. The various
arts opportunities at the school assist the girls in
understanding themselves, their culture and the world
around them.

ART REPRESENTS NOT THE OUTWARD APPEARANCE OF
THINGS, BUT THEIR INWARD SIGNIFICANCE.
– ARISTOTLE
Nurturing our students to be proactive and
committed local and global citizens is a focus in our
school. SSGC community art outreach programs
enhance experiential learning beyond day–to–day
classroom teaching and learning and reinforce students’
commitment as active and responsible individuals in both
the learning community and our greater society. Two
recent projects showcase the learning that evolves when
our students work with various community sectors.
Students engaged in a community art project to
beautify the neighbourhood. They learned the essence of
participation and collaboration while having fun painting

Our school garden was renovated last October
through alumni sponsorship in memory of a beloved
Chinese language teacher whose care and dedication
were much cherished by her students. Our serene
green space is now adorned with figurative sculptures
in the image of SSGC students wearing cheongsam,
our culturally unique school uniform. These fun–loving
ceramic sculptures were created by mentally challenged
artists from St. James Settlement, a local charitable
organisation. To expand the population of these ceramic
figurines and foster students’ community outreach
and creativity, we are collaborating again with the St.
James artists to facilitate a ten–session ceramic figurine
sculpture workshop for a group of Form Four students
as one of the Cultural Arts elective programs. This
extended garden beautification project will help promote
integration, inclusion, mutual respect and appreciation by
engaging students in artistic creation and collaboration
with disabled artists.
Music has been an important aspect of a St.
Stephen’s education since the school’s inception in 1906.
From Kindergarten through primary to secondary school,
music is used as a teaching tool and creative outlet. The
large orchestras and choirs in the Primary & Secondary
Schools are integral to the school’s identity and are
renowned for their quality performances. Our choirs,
ensembles and individual performers regularly enter the
Annual Hong Kong Music Festival, where they perform
both Chinese and Western pieces.
In April 2013, sixty of our Form One to Five students
participated in the 24th Concorso Internazionale di
Canto Corale (International Competition of Choral
Singing) in Verona, Italy. The choir was recognised with
a Gold Award (Youth & Young Adult Choirs without
Compulsory Song) – the first Asian choir to achieve
this accolade and Music Director Ms. F.Y. Li won the
Special Award for Outstanding Music Director. Other
highlights included performing at the evening concert
at the Teatro Filarmonico and at the closing ceremony
singing Amazing Grace along with one thousand other
choristers. Our choir was one of only three invited to
perform in the friendship concert held at the Santino
Martine Church. Their stirring performance in their
cheongsam uniforms received a standing ovation from
the audience. continues over

IMAGES (TOP) Creative music showcase
(BOTTOM) Dance students performing
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Each year our Form Five music students participate
in the Hong Kong Schools Creative Music Showcase,
a competition sponsored by the Composers and
Authors Society of Hong Kong. The contest invites
students to present original music scores with creative
multimedia compositions. Composing music, organising
the performance and linking with multimedia is an
outstanding learning experience for our students. As
educational research indicates, the study of music is a
vehicle for students’ personal expression and clearly
plays an important role in their academic and personal
development.

IMAGINATION IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN KNOWLEDGE.
– ALBERT EINSTEIN
Drama is a popular extra–curricular option at
SSGC. All productions are supported by creative teams
that see students assume the roles of director, stage
manager, set designer, costumer, musician, actor and
scriptwriter. The school strongly encourages drama for
its positive impact on student development, as it allows
our girls to make creative choices and interpret familiar
materials in new ways. They build self–confidence and
empathy, strengthen collaboration and concentration
skills and increase their awareness of social issues.
Most importantly, we believe drama activities provide an
emotional and fun outlet for our hardworking students.

8

SSGC regularly enters dramatic arts competitions
including the Hong Kong Schools English Speaking
Drama Competition where students perform their own
original scripts.
In keeping with our long–standing focus on
citizenship, the Chinese Drama Team took part in the
‘Building a Caring Network to Energize the Community’
Drama Competition organised by the Community
Investment and Inclusion Fund in March 2012. This
event brought together students from several secondary
schools to promote the culture of a caring society
through script writing and performance. Our students
wrote “One”, a story about a restaurant facing the threat
of closure due to inflation. The enthusiastic participation
and spirit of our 60–student team impressed the judges,
particularly when the girls took the judges’ advice in the
preliminary rounds and modified their original script. As
a result of their meaningful message about community
and the quality of their performance, the Chinese Drama
Team members were featured in local newspapers and
TV broadcasts. Moreover, they were invited to be the
guest performers for a subsequent promotional school
tour by the Community Investment and Inclusion Fund.
Students engage in a wide range of dance
including, Chinese, Western, modern, jazz, ballroom
and our newest addition, tap. This year, we are
working collaboratively with Rhythm & Tempo, Hong
Kong’s first professional tap dancing group. Through
myriad dance clubs, students use sport and art to
develop a strong bond with their peers. Not only do
our dance programs provide quality training from
dance professionals, they also help ensure that
students develop a broader interest in the arts and
cultural studies. The girls appreciate the relationship of

dance to the wider world and become articulate and
intelligent advocates for their art form.
For many of our students, dance becomes
a passion that allows them to endure intensive
training and endless practice and empowers them to
express their innermost emotions with their bodies.
As influential dancer and choreographer, Martha
Graham wrote, “Dancing is just discovery, discovery,
discovery...and is the hidden language of the soul.”
Through dancing, students develop self–confidence
and enhance their self and body image. They find and
show their unique identity, personality and nature and
treasure the sheer enjoyment of life. When they dance
in groups, students improve their communication and
social skills while building strong team spirit. When
they choreograph, they demonstrate their critical–
thinking, problem–solving and creativity skills. Dance
also helps students deepen their understanding of
global culture, as it can provide significant insights into
the greater human condition.
St. Stephen’s Girls’ College runs a unique course
in cultural arts, CARTS, for all Form Four students.
This year’s theme is “Community Arts, Arts for Our
Community”. CARTS exposes students to a range
of programs led by local artists and art groups in the
disciplines of music, visual arts, living arts, theatre arts,
multimedia arts, sports and dance. Through interaction
with students and CARTS teachers, the school
empowers community–oriented and grass–root artists
and art groups and enhances student appreciation
of the arts in Chinese and Western culture. Students
develop an awareness of community–based arts
programs and explore their favourite arts discipline by
collaborating with local artists.

TO WATCH US DANCE IS TO HEAR OUR HEARTS SPEAK
– HOPI INDIAN PROVERB
This year, students choosing the living arts option are
concentrating on learning to cook healthy low–carbon–
emitting Chinese and Western meals. Students in the
multimedia arts division are creating a documentary
on the experiences of the elderly in Hong Kong. Music
students are exploring community issues through pop
songs while the theatre arts students are writing and
performing a production on current community issues.
Visual arts students are working with mentally challenged
artists to create sculpture and dance students are using
their art form to create a sense of community. This
program ensures that all Form Four SSGC students are
aware of their own and other cultures while connecting
them to the community in meaningful ways.
The arts are just one facet of St. Stephen’s
education of the whole person, yet they play a vital
role in helping students develop creativity, imagination,
critical thinking and citizenship.

STELLA CHAN HEAD OF CHINESE AND CHINESE LITERATURE;
SAMMI CHENG ENGLISH TEACHER & DANCE TEAM ADVISOR;
TERRI DONLON ENGLISH IN LITERATURE AND DRAMA TEACHER;
JOSEPHINE LI HEAD OF MUSIC;
EILEEN TSANG HEAD OF ART, CULTURAL ARTS COORDINATOR
THE ALLIANCE OF GIRLS SCHOOLS AUSTRALIA

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
BETHLEHEM COLLEGE, NEW SOUTH WALES

A

ll students have the opportunity to experiment and use a variety of media to create works of art; go on
excursions and photoshoots; and participate in workshops, exhibitions and competitions. Bethlehem College
students are encouraged in the visual arts to engage in innovative and creative thinking, problem solving
and finding solutions to challenging tasks. Students are able to take responsible risks, to experiment, to find
humour, to persist and strive for accuracy, to think outside the square and to achieve their best.

9
In Year 7 our budding artists develop an appreciation
for still life and students create a portfolio of still life
drawings using lead pencil, fine line pen, oil pastels and
watercolour pencils. Activities are centred on the use of
these different mediums and seeing everyday objects in
a new light. Students in Year 8 investigate how artworks
use parody and irony to challenge mainstream ideas
about art. With a bit of fun, students use Photoshop to
manipulate an image of themselves into the Mona Lisa.
The concept of appropriation is further developed as
students reconstruct a famous portrait and incorporate
animal features into it with the use of acrylic paints.
Elective classes see our students making artworks using
media such as ceramics, mixed media pieces and lino to
delve into a self directed Body of Work where Pop Art,
social realism and celebrations, ceremonies and rituals
are explored.
An annual excursion is organised for our elective
classes to the Art Gallery of New South Wales.
ArtExpress is always a must see, especially to inspire
our Years 11and 12 students. Other exhibitions may also
coincide with the excursion and in the past we have also
taken students to see Pablo Picasso, Francis Bacon,
Archibald Prize and Sydney Biennale exhibitions. For
some students it is quite an experience as it may be their
first visit to the art gallery.
Art competitions and exhibitions are a way for
our students to be recognised for their talent in the
wider community. There are many local, national and
international competitions that we encourage the girls

to enter and take pride in the artworks they create.
Our students are asked to employ the Habit of Mind:
Listening, with understanding and empathy in order to be
inspired for exhibitions such as The Hiroshima Children’s
Peace Drawing Competition and INSPIRE! Secondary
Schools Art Prize held by the Sydney Children’s Hospital,
Randwick. They enthusiastically participate in the
Hiroshima Children’s Peace Drawing Competition every
year devising an artwork based on issues in their world,
and create artworks for the Sydney Children’s Hospital
to brighten up the walls of the hospital for its patients.
Competitions require students to understand who their
audience is and to create works of art with a purpose.
The Clancy Art Prize and Religious Art Exhibition is
an annual exhibition for Sydney’s Catholic Secondary
Schools, select students are invited to participate and
showcase their work in relation to the chosen theme.
In March College students were invited to exhibit in the
Clancy Art Prize held at the ACU gallery. Students are
also constantly encouraged to create artworks, which are
not for assessment but for their own creative outlet.
The Visual Arts Department is endlessly seeking
different ways for students to engage in their learning
and creativity. The teachers endeavor to make learning in
the creative arts fun and exciting.

LIANNE GUEVARRA
TASVA COORDINATOR
IMAGES (RIGHT) Rachelle Sotirio, Year 9, mixed media work
(LEFT) Celine Vu, Year 10, created for Social Realism unit
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ENHANCING LEVELS
OF CREATIVE THINKING
ABBOTSLEIGH, NEW SOUTH WALES

10

New Zealand educator John Hattie (2009) suggests
in his book Visible Learning that, “students tend to
experience very few opportunities or demands for
deep thinking in the contemporary classroom”. Two
activities that have significant educational outcomes,
for both students and teachers, involve the learning
environments of the art gallery and the workshop
of a practising artist. Both create authentic shared
experiences and provide students with tools for creating
and viewing artworks, and strategies for interpretation.
The following case study chronicles the
development in deepening student thinking and artistic
capacity over a two–year period following exposure to
the studio of Brett Whiteley in Surry Hills and working
with artist Jane Gillings.
A guided tour at the Brett Whiteley gallery for
Year 9 Visual Arts students inspired high levels of
engagement. The experience of being in Whiteley’s
home studio had the most profound impact on the
students’ learning and memory. Students discovered
Whiteley’s beliefs and values and the world of the 1960s
and 70s, and consequently responded subjectively and
with imagination. When questioned about Whiteley’s
life, art and attitudes, students revealed critical thinking
skills in interpreting and communicating ideas about
his practice. In this unique space, once inhabited by
Whiteley, students were able to learn about the life of the
artist more directly and authentically.
When in Year 10, the same group of students were
asked to prepare for a one–day workshop with Sydney
artist Jane Gillings. Their preparation included research
and drawings responding to marine and environmental

As Gillings explained her own artwork and
exhibition practice students discovered she was not
simply making sculptures but finding visual form for
her personal interrogation of ideas and concerns about
the environment.
Jane generously passed on her skills and know–how
and carefully led the students to find their own solutions
and relish the ‘accidental’. Students discovered that the
full day allowed them time to be more creative in their
problem solving with material and form, and they could
concentrate without interruption. During subsequent
lessons the students continued to refine their sculptures
and develop ideas by photographing their completed
artworks in a selected habitat. This engagement with
a professional practitioner allowed a first–hand view
of the deep thinking, research and knowledge of an
artist’s practice. The students experienced the value
of flexibility, adaptability and problem solving when
working with a creative task that was open to a broad
range of outcomes.

IMAGE (LEFT) Sculpture by Georgia Chahoud, Year 10

H

ow can we locate imagination at the
intersection between the learning activity
and the space in which it occurs? Mary Faith,
Director, Grace Cossington Smith Gallery
at Abbotsleigh, describes how exposing
students to the contexts and artistic spaces of
practising artists can open up creative possibilities
for deep thinking in the Visual Arts.

NATURE’S ARCHITECTS
SAINT MARGARET MARY’S COLLEGE,
TOWNSVILLE, QUEENSLAND

issues. The purpose of the workshop was for each
student to create a sculpture using sustainable or
recycled materials.

W

e have become so accustomed in today’s
culture to looking down, at phones, at
tablets, at portable devices; they all
promise the world at our fingertips. We
gaze at these illuminated tools, praising
and paying homage to the technological designers and
architects who have been able to provide immediate
access to information. With deft and admirable
dexterity, young girls are especially adept at conducting
a conversation that would consist of 1000 words, in
less than two minutes #lol. Too often now, we forget to
look around, to take a breath, to pause and listen, to
hold in our hands the organic textures and fibres from
nature’s architects.

Gaemers worked with the students over the two–day
experience, instructing the girls on traditional practices of
weaving, including twining and random weaving.
We were very fortunate to have Marion Gaemers join
us in association with the Perc Tucker Regional Gallery’s
Artist in Residence Programme. She also worked
with students in classes leading up to the camp. The
culmination of this process will be an exhibition during
May at the Riverway Galleria.

THIS WORLD IS BUT A CANVAS TO OUR IMAGINATION.
– HENRY DAVID THOREAU
The students were also instructed on a range of
printmaking practices, including collograph, stencil and
lino printmaking onto natural fabrics and papers. The
wonderful work that has been produced over this 24
hour period has been a celebration of Paluma’s ethereal
landscape and pays homage to nature’s extraordinary
architects. It resonates with Nietzsche’s belief that, “the
essence of all beautiful art, all great art, is gratitude.”

The learning that can happen on excursions and
through working with artists is now available for all
students in the Grace Cossington Smith Gallery, a new
learning environment opened in the old Vindin Boarding
House. The opening exhibition Mentors: Inspirational
Women presented ten nationally recognised artists.
These artists provide positive role models and inspire
others to engage in a critical reflection with artworks.
Along with this exhibition were Saturday workshops with
watercolour artist Cherry Hood and environmental artist
Shona Wilson.
6.

11

The provision of a gallery within the school
grounds has created a public space providing a range
of activities catering for the young and old. The real
benefit for students is in creative thinking as they can
spend a sustained time, their own time, to build deeper
knowledge through observation and discussion, and to
interpret the conceptual intentions of artists.
The student learning that is possible when carefully
constructed, pedagogically sound experiences are
provided through excursions and working with artists
is deep, meaningful and visible. The challenge for all
art educators is how to orchestrate such opportunities
where the real benefit lies in enhanced levels of creative
thinking as students spend a sustained time building
deeper knowledge through observation, discussion and
interpretation of the conceptual intentions of the artist.
The resulting works of art of the students after such
profound and deep learning are inspired and of a quality
that draws strong self–efficacy and the acclaim of peers,
teachers and the community.

MARY FAITH
DIRECTOR, GRACE COSSINGTON SMITH GALLERY
REFERENCES
Hattie, J. (2009). Visible learning. New York. Routledge.
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IN THE LUSH SURROUNDINGS OF THE GUMBURU
ENVIRONMENTAL CENTRE (A TOWNSVILLE CATHOLIC
EDUCATION OFFICE FACILITY), THE STUDENTS
HAVE CONTINUED TO WORK THROUGH A SERIES
OF OBSERVATIONAL DRAWING AND PRINTMAKING
WORKSHOPS, ESTABLISHED AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THEIR
ENVIRONMENTAL ART UNIT.
For over ten years, Year 11 art students from Saint
Margaret Mary’s College, have participated in a camp
and art workshop set in the breathtaking rainforests of
Paluma, North Queensland.
This year was especially exciting for the 29 students
of Year 11 Art and Visual Art Studies. As they travelled
the winding road to Paluma in early March, ahead
of them was a full immersion into environmental art.
Journeying with us on this trip was Marion Gaemers, a
Townsville–based fibres and fabrics artist and mentor.

Such programs and workshops allow young women
to be mentored by passionate and inspiring female
artists, like Gaemers, who promote in them a respect
for and love of the gifts of the environment. Through
traditional and organic art making methods, the girls have
been taught to observe and cherish nature, to pause, to
breathe in, listen and pay attention to the details – to look
up. The philosophy of this camp has been to work with
natural materials and offer the opportunity to recycle and
to give back to the earth. The girls continue on their art
journey with an appreciation of working with their hands,
they engage with organic forms and have a greater
understanding of aestheticism in nature.

MICHELLE KOTZAS
ART CO–ORDINATOR
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CREATING SPACES WHERE GIRLS
CAN BE THEMSELVES
TOORAK COLLEGE, VICTORIA

12

“A WOMAN MUST HAVE MONEY AND A ROOM OF HER OWN IF
SHE IS TO WRITE FICTION.”
– VIRGINIA WOOLF, A ROOM OF ONE’S OWN

W

oolf’s sentiment is certainly as true
today as it was when she wrote in
early 1900s. When we consider the
creative lives of young women and girls,
creating an environment in which girls
feel free to explore, unpick and interpret the world
around them without fear of judgement ought to be
an ideal. If I am honest with myself, it is my time at
Toorak College that has taught me this. I confess
to being a former advocate of co–education for all,
until experiencing first hand the flourishing of ideas,
richness of discussion and the idiosyncratically
feminine interpretation of the world, particularly when
contrasted to my previous experience in co–ed schools.
Many have spoken of the subjugation of female
creativity and expression, and the resulting disservice
to art, literature, history and science to name but a
few. I had not previously considered the potential in, as
Woolf alludes to, giving women and/or girls a space and
freedom separate to that of men in order to have the time
and freedom in which to create.
In the visual arts, it is this interaction with ideas,

culture and the human condition that is at the heart
of creative thinking. As teachers, we attempt to draw
out these personal observations and experiences and
ask our students to develop, explore and ultimately
express or present their interpretations in a visual form.
This risk taking, this putting yourself on the line as a
learner is crucial to the success of this process and
through my own experience of teaching in a number of
learning environments, I have landed in a space where
I am able to see the young women in my class do this
in a metaphorical room of their own – that being the
creative classroom. With the absence of boys, they are
able to discuss ideas of beauty and the implied and
real pressures that are imposed on women at different
stages in their lives through the media – traditional
and social, in a free, open, non–threatening, non–
judgemental environment. They are able to challenge
their ideas of identity and self–esteem through their
immersion in visual art.
Artist Shaun Tan commented after winning his
recent Oscar award, “Just think about the things in
yourself that are different to anybody else and don’t
think of those as a disability or something negative.
Whatever it is that makes you unique, that’s what
people are interested in…” Once again it is in this
all–girls environment that they are able to find that
uniqueness without the social pressures of the, ‘Male
Gaze’. This is not to say that there is not a wealth
of positives that can be drawn from co–education.
Especially from the point of view of Art and its
relevance to our society and the reflections it presents
on relationships, sexuality, and the ever–changing
technological and social interactions our young people
are living. Never has it been more important for girls
to pick apart the complexities of, ‘The Gaze’, both
internally and externally and never more has Art, as a
largely visual medium been better placed to explore
these ideas and help young women to make some
sense of it all.

IT IS IN THE ALL–GIRLS ENVIRONMENT THAT THEY ARE
ABLE TO FIND THAT UNIQUENESS WITHOUT THE SOCIAL
PRESSURES OF THE ‘MALE GAZE’.
The high quality of the work that is produced and
the depth of meaning and ideas that is the basis of the
success is very much dependent on the environment
that the girls themselves create and that we as teachers,
facilitate and encourage. It is the independence and
desire to achieve and challenge themselves that allows
us as teachers to push and develop their thinking. It is
the girls–only environment that gives them the strength
to dance and laugh, to be silly, to play with a creative
freedom and knowledge that it is all right to fail, that
much of the learning exists in this space and in the
process of creation.
When our VCE students are working with themes
such as: The Human Condition, Identity and Belonging,
The Role of Women in Society, and The Unknown – to
name a few – they are in a challenging, thoughtful,
continues over
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has been the inspiration for their self–portraits.
Intensive time has been spent analysing and drawing
facial features and understanding how tone and
shade create three dimensions on a flat surface.
Discussion focussed on differing facial features, and
changing moods that can be interpreted by a variety of
personal expressions.

PROPORTIONS OF THE HUMAN FACE WERE DRAWN AND THEN
TAKEN TO A NEW DIMENSION, BY STRETCHING THE NECK AND
ELONGATING THE FACE, AKIN TO THE STYLE OF MODIGLIANI.

‘room with a view’, where they can be the best they
can be, where they can observe and engage with the
world around them, freely, and produce art that will
educate and challenge the hearts and minds of older
generations, of men and of the wider community so that
the female voice can be seen and heard in all is many
manifestations.

DAILAN HATHERLEY
HEAD OF VISUAL ARTS & TECHNOLOGY

Mirrors were used to observe their own faces
and completed drawings were then transposed onto
cut canvas. Colour was introduced and mood through
colour was discussed. Backgrounds for the portraits
were in oil pastel and the details of the faces were
painted in water colour in order for finer details to
be represented.

MARINA DAVIES AND LORIE MCLAUGHLIN
MORRIS HALL VISUAL ARTS TEACHERS
(MARINA DAVIES AND LORIE MCLAUGHLIN ARE BOTH PRACTISING
ARTISTS AND ARE CURRENTLY WORKING TOWARDS A JOINT
EXHIBITION.)

LEARNING TO SEE
MELBOURNE GIRLS GRAMMAR,
VICTORIA

13

P

assion and the belief in the limitless potential
of students in education is paramount;
as Visual Art teachers it is imperative
for enthusiasm and love of the arts to be
conveyed in order for students’ aesthetic
senses to be inspired.

During the primary years students’ quest for life–
like drawings dominates. With this in mind the focus at
Morris Hall (Years P – 4), Melbourne Girls Grammar, this
term has been on learning to see well enough, in order
to observe accurately and interpret drawing in a realistic
manner. Essentially learning to see is taught through
analysing what students are observing and breaking
this down into steps which aid the spatial and relational
functions of the brain. Perceptual drawing skills need
to be reinforced and practised; enhancing intuitive and
creative powers in much the same way as learning a
musical instrument needs to be practised. There are
those of us who can see inherently; however for some,
it is the essential step by step processes that are
needed to really ignite SEEING. The thrill and realisation
of how to achieve this becomes a consuming driving
force as students’ brains are exercised and coerced
into actually seeing.
For Prep to Year 4 students, Amedeo Modigliani
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The shared narrative of community members is
expressed using all the Creative Arts. This practice has
long been a part of Aboriginal Culture. In 2013, our
Elder and Executive Principal, Ms Lois Peeler’s story
became the basis for a major Creative Arts Project.
Her nephew had recently written a well-known play/
movie, The Sapphires which is based on Ms Peeler
and her family’s early life. A college production was
written and students entered into the wonderful music
of the Sixties, performing their way through a story
they could own. It was their Principal’s story and it
was a proud Aboriginal story; a story steeped in recent
history. Students then added their own chapters
as they courageously performed for the first time.
Using an amalgamation of Creative Arts, the students

blended their own challenges and victories to the
narrative. At the end of the performance one of the
leads said, “I feel so proud. If I can do this, I can do
anything.”
The Creative Arts Curriculum at Worawa
engenders more than the skills it fosters. This area of
the curriculum offers an exciting, inviting space where
pathways can be imagined, deep emotions can be
expressed and revered stories can be shared. .

LEIGH WATERS
CREATIVE ARTS FACILITATOR
IMAGES (p.14) Left: Some of our Sapphires cast
Right: ‘Stylin’ Up with Worawa’ fashion parade.

of joy filled and learned days in New York.
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W

orawa Aboriginal College is an Aboriginal
community initiative. Situated on
Aboriginal land it is governed and
managed by Aboriginal people. Worawa
provides a holistic education based on an
integrated academic, wellbeing and culture program
in a culturally supported boarding school environment
for up to 70 Aboriginal young women. The College
caters exclusively for students in the critical middle
years of schooling, Years 7–10. Worawa is unique in
Victoria and rare in Australia, established and directed
by Aboriginal people and led by Aboriginal Elder and
Executive Principal, Ms. Lois Peeler.

The school community represents the diversity of
Aboriginal Australia with students drawn from urban,
regional and remote communities across Australia.
Some students come from locations where Aboriginal
culture and tradition is embedded in daily life and
they know their culture well. Other students may
come from families having experienced the ‘Stolen
Generation’ and who are exploring and discovering
their heritage. The Creative Arts reflects this diversity
and individuality and it is not divisible from Culture.
Culture is embedded across the curriculum and
in all aspects of College life. Our unique Learning
Centres are understood and generated through
the lens of Aboriginal Culture. Aboriginal values of
Relationship, Responsibility, Respect and Rigour are
intentionally embedded in every area of the program.
The Worawa Visual Arts program has long been
a highlight. Presently the students are finishing
canvases to send to the Netherlands as they have
been invited to be featured in an exhibition. Our
spectacular Netherlands Collection features traditional

works that tell stories around food, food sources and
community, but the exhibition also shows a fusion of
contemporary and traditional styles and narratives.
From contemplating the galaxy to expressing the
environment, student art is both impressive and
unique. Mr Stephen Gaughan, Art Educator, expressed
his views on the student art, “The girls have worked
hard on some impressive works. They each has a story
to tell. Each piece speaks for itself.”
The Art Centre is the hub and students often run
to Art, keen to get started on their creations, excited
to tell their stories using paint and brush. Art is a
time where each girl can be alone with her thoughts
and eloquently be heard without ever having to say
a word. Worawa girls worked in partnership with
Scotch College students creating a traditional Possum
Skin Cloak that was imprinted with student totems
and told a story of the two college’s presence on
the Yarra River. In another project, Stylin’ Up with
Worawa, student art works were transferred to e-files
and then to fabric. From fabric, garments were made
and a group of students trained in deportment and
movement to model the stunning designs on the
runway in our ‘Stylin’ Up with Worawa’ fashion parade.
Worawa students also modeled the designs in the
Melbourne Spring Fashion Week ‘Indigenous Fashions
Unearthed’ and at the Deadlys in Sydney, winning a
coveted Deadly Award.
Dance is another place and time where students
can share their own knowledge and also receive new
techniques and ideas. Some of our girls have shared
their dances with other students from both urban and
remote communities. The dance North Wind details the
coming of a new season and all that entails. Through
the sharing of this dance, known from birth by most
of the Galiwin’ku students from North East Arnhem
Land, others were able to connect and be proud of their
heritage. One student said, “I am going to take this
dance home and show my Mum. She will be so proud.”
Another student in this dance group said, “When I
dance like this, I feel so much peace. I could dance and
dance.” On hearing this, the student-teachers remained
behind and danced until they were all satisfied.
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Overseas tours have a direct educational benefit to
the students. The word immersion derives from the late
15th century Latin immersio(n– ), from immergere ‘dip
into’. To dip into a culture, just for a moment but with a
resonation that will stay with the students forever. This
tour was able to support the thinking and questioning
of students in a very direct manner. The New York trip
allows students to see artworks in life to experience the
theatrics of Broadway and attend drama workshop at the
prestigious Stella Adler School of Dramatics.

IMAGE Drawing in MoMA sculpture garden

A STORY TO TELL
WORAWA ABORIGINAL COLLEGE,
VICTORIA

NEW YORK NEW YORK
LORETO NORMANHURST,
NEW SOUTH WALES

“B

efore I left home, what I knew of
Sydney is that it is a city where every
corner you turn, there is a familiar
street, like an add–on to your back
garden, where the sun warms the
people’s skin and its evident art is a huge movement
that transforms the city every day. Yet when you
experience New York, it leaves you in a fixation of
wanting to know more. Wanting to know how the streets
connect, how the people move together, why the lights
never go to sleep and why there is no doubt that art
thrives within the veins of the city’s heart and its ever
present beat.” — Jessica Wright Year 11

It was this experience that made the Loreto
Normanhurst Drama and Visual Arts Immersion Tour,
New York USA in June/July 2013 such a fabulous
immersion for the students and the accompanying
teaching staff. Thirty–two excited students from Visual
Arts and Drama, five specialised teachers and the
school Principal Ms Barbara Watkins spent two weeks

Spending all day every day walking to every
gallery and engaging in the vibrancy of that city – the
cornucopia of international backgrounds and cultural
complexities. As we walked every day we could look
up and down in every direction and see patterns of
design and technology and have conversations with
the past; through the old trees lining streets, the
brownstones and buildings from two centuries.

NEW YORK OPENED OUR MINDS, BEING PRESENT WITH
THE ARTWORKS AND THE IDEAS FROM THE STELLA ADLER
FACILITATORS MADE CONNECTION FOR US. DRAWING IN THE
SCULPTURE GARDEN AT MOMA, ATTENDING THE PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN AND THE VINTAGE MARKETS IN CHELSEA.
OUR MINDS WERE OPENED TO WHAT ART IS AND WHAT IT
MEANS FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE. IT FELT LIKE WE SAW EVERY
SINGLE ART GALLERY IN NEW YORK.
This experience was everything to us and we
would fall asleep at night, still laughing in reflection
with our friends about some of the wonderful things
we had experienced that day. These experiences
have captivated us and through an on–going osmosis,
we can never look at the world the same way. We
think differently about our studies, we have a
knowledge that makes our thinking extend beyond
previous boundaries.

JESSICA WRIGHT & LUCY HENRY
EDITED BY MONICA BOARDMAN HEAD OF VISUAL ARTS
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BUILDING CREATIVE PARTNERSHIPS
BRISBANE GIRLS GRAMMAR SCHOOL, QUEENSLAND

O

ne of the challenges drama teachers can face is sourcing dramatic works with a significant female cast
that are suitable for teenage actors and teenage audiences. By commissioning our own play, Brisbane Girls
Grammar School was able to focus on producing a work for an almost entire female cast (there is one male
role) and tackle relevant issues facing teenaged girls today. In 2011, our Senior Drama Company staged the
play Bustown by award winning Australian playwright Lachlan Philpott. The playwright accepted an invitation
to view the closing performance of Bustown, and a series of discussions ensued regarding the potential for Philpott to
write an original play script for the drama students at Girls Grammar.

Finally, in a lovely postscript to the whole process,
the Australian Theatre for Young People (ATYP) has
included The Chosen in their 2014 season, and the
students attending our annual Sydney Drama Study Tour
will have the opportunity to sit back and witness another
company stage the production in which they played such
an important developmental part. This commissioned
work has truly been a collaborative artistic project which
was enthusiastically and wholeheartedly embraced by
the entire school community. Our drama students have
been part of a creative process which has provided an
immeasurable learning experience. Our talented drama
staff have created a relevant learning process for the >
girls to deepen their knowledge of the industry, and
increase their confidence through reflecting on the
creative direction of the play. I highly recommend
the process for schools aspiring to take their drama
productions to the next creative level.

JUDITH TUDBALL
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL (OPERATIONS)
For further information on The Chosen please contact Brisbane
Girls Grammar School Head of Drama Joanne Martin
(jmartin@bggs.qld.edu.au)

REFERENCES
Martin, J. (2013). The Chosen. Grammar Gazette, 22
(2, Spring 2013), 22–23.
Philpott, L. (2013). The Chosen, by Lachlan Philpott. Retrieved 24
February 2014 from www.playlab.org.au.
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Central to this project was the desire to engage
our drama students in the actual creation of the work,
thus ensuring it became a life–wide learning opportunity
on many levels. A similar project was undertaken in
2011 when the school engaged Australian composer
Paul Jarman to work with our musicians in the creation
of a commissioned choral work Knowing which was
premiered at the school’s annual Gala Concert.

editing and refinement of a play script. In an exciting
development during the commission period, Lachlan
was awarded an Australian Writers’ Guild AWGIE award
for his work Silent Disco in the 2012 Theatre: Stage
Category and this was followed by another AWGIE at the
end of 2013. For our drama students to be exposed to
such a leading Australian playwright was exceptional and
so highly motivating.

We were thrilled when Lachlan Philpott accepted
the commission to embark on this collaborative creative
journey, which began with a series of student workshops
throughout 2012 to gather information and gain a sense
of the context for the play. By the end of 2012, the first
scenes were written, and in early 2013 the first draft
of the full script was presented, auditions held and the
lengthy rehearsal process began.

The Chosen is a fresh and exciting theatrical
exploration of what it is to be human. It is much more
than a drama about trying to fit in. It questions the place
of humanity in the universe, and delves into our desires
to be unique (Philpott, 2013). The play provides great
insight into the minds of adolescent girls and their fears
and doubts, addressing some very real identity issues
for students today. The premiere performance in August
2013 was the culmination of a work that was developed
by the playwright, drama staff and students over two
years. However, the process did not stop there … we
were excited to learn that Playlab would publish the
script and include the cast list and photographs from
our production. Philpott, refined the script to ensure it
would fit the time expectations of a commercial play, and
the cast was brought back together to read through the
edited work. Joanne Martin and Head of Co–curricular
Drama Katrina Riveros have completed a teacher
resource kit to accompany the play. Ms Martin presented
this at Fusion Fourteen: QLD Drama Teachers Annual
Conference in Brisbane in March this year.

Producing such an organic work has many
benefits. The inclusion of songs in the play provided an
opportunity for those girls who were not members of a
choir to learn to sing, as well as the opportunity for the
music department to be involved in the collaboration. In
an unexpected twist to the rehearsal process, the school
media staff took advantage of the white frame of the set
to engage in some projection mapping experimentation,
only to find their ‘experiment’ was so successful that
it was incorporated throughout the play, taking the
production to yet another level. According to Joanne
Martin, Head of Drama, Philpott shared the scaffolding
of his craft along with insights into the development,
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DOING THINGS DIFFERENTLY
ST CATHERINE’S, NSW

L

ike a good conversation engagement requires
involvement. In our visual art classes
we strive to engage our girls through an
interlinking of teaching skills and creating
a nurturing environment where taking risks,
being individuals and going beyond the expected is
established. Being creative is doing things differently,
thinking laterally and making connections.

In the visual arts this involves a heightened awareness
in order to change or increase an audience’s perceptions
and participation. One only has to think of the audience
involvement in the recent Yoko Ono exhibition.

PART OF WHAT I’M ABOUT IS SEEING HOW I CAN PAINT THE
SAME THING DIFFERENTLY INSTEAD OF DIFFERENT THINGS
THE SAME WAY – AMERICAN ARTIST, ALEX KATZ
At St Catherine’s we believe creativity is an
important skill to equip our girls for a visually
dominated, fast changing, and global community. We
begin in Year 7 by explicitly teaching drawing skills
since drawing is the basis of close observation. Through
learning how to ‘see’ students acquire the skills to
create solidity through a variety of shading methods
as well as to use proportions and foreshortening

rules to create accuracy. Strong observational skills
provide students with the confidence to move into
more expressive interpretations of portraiture, in a
variety of media. Choice and decisions become part
of the art–making process. This is closely linked
with investigations of contemporary artists such as
Cherry Hood, Vernon ah Kee and Laith McGregor.
These Australian artists, who the students easily
relate to, employ traditional skills yet also work within
contemporary art practice involving the breaking down
of conventions. By responding to these works students
develop their critical thinking and powers of analysis.
This is continued in Year 8 when we explore a wide
range of non–traditional art forms including temporal,
animation, digital and assemblage.
In Year 9 we revisit skill development through
drawing and tonal painting before encouraging autonomy
as students create their own interpretation of spirituality
and what it means individually as well as its cultural
manifestations. Video and photography offer means
of expression to explore this concept in ways relevant
to their world and current art practice. This five stage
programme allows students increasing scope for
independent decision–making and risk taking throughout
the course.
We aim to foster creativity while engaging students
in sequential learning experiences to give them the
knowledge, skills and understanding to create a
resolved body of work for the Higher School Certificate
(HSC) which demonstrates their creative skills as well
as their deep thinking. Students choose to deal with
personal issues such as the increase in depression
and suicide in rural Australia through to science
related investigations of the latest “super bug” and
their potential impact on humanity. Hopefully through
engagement in the visual arts our students develop
their visual language, strive to be creative in life and to
have an awareness that strength lies in differences, not
in similarities. In the words of T.S Eliot:
“Only those who will risk going too far can
possibly find out how far one can go”.

GLENIS ISRAEL
HEAD OF ARTS
IMAGE (ABOVE) Camille Olsen–Ormady Year 9 student.
Still from video work.
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WHAT DOES BEING CREATIVE MEAN?
ST MICHAEL’S COLLEGIATE SCHOOL,
TASMANIA

18

T

he term creativity is debated and discussed,
it is used liberally in different contexts and
on varied occasions and it is a word that has
been infused with many levels of interpretation
and meaning. Even though I hear it bandied
around, I continue to wonder what this ‘being creative’
means for us as visual arts educators and what it
means for our learners and for our schools. The concept
of creativity raises for me as an art educator evocative
philosophical questions: What is the role of creative
process in education? And how do we engage our
students to see possibility, problem solve as creative
thinkers and creative practitioners? I am part of a
school community that has a tradition and philosophy
rich in fostering the learning in the creative arts so for
us creativity is intrinsic and drives the need to make
meaningful learning experiences for our girls.

At Collegiate we provide different ways for our
students to be engaged in the creative arts, to express
their ideas, their sense of self and their history. We have
a curriculum that is constantly being developed to meet
the needs of our contemporary learners. We embrace
new technologies through digital, textile and media
based art–making practice. These are developed in close
companionship with traditional art making to unleash
possibility, curiosity and appreciation. As part of our
school fabric we have an established Artist in Residence
program. This program allows students to engage
and make art with local artists in a formal and informal
setting. This gives rise to links and a sense of community
amongst our students. We offer an enrichment program
with After School Art led by specialist art teachers and
artists. This program is designed to engage our younger
learners with art making processes and ideas that build
on the customary curriculum. In a similar fashion we have

students participating in university linked programs that
push the student’s conceptual boundaries and provide
new pathways. This has synergy with their art making
in school allowing for richer levels of engagement with
academics and artists. While we have all these offerings
as part of our diverse learning repertoire and given that
we are practitioners ourselves this drives our desire to
teach students to think differently, to understand art, to
see possibility, to take creative risks and to be explorers.
My quest for deeper understanding in this field
took me to New York City where I attended a two–week
in–service workshop for creative art practitioners held
at the Lincoln Center Institute for the Arts in Education.
One of the motivations for my participation in the study
program was that the Institute’s teaching was based
firmly on the writing of Maxine Greene. Her work and
ideas are at the core of the Institute’s practice and
their mission to re–invigorate education by bringing the
vitality of experiencing the arts to teachers and children.
The teaching pedagogy based around what Maxine
Greene terms ‘aesthetic education’ – seeks to equip
art educators with the rich skills of questioning and
thinking and to embed these concepts into curriculum
development and program delivery. This period of study
has both foreshadowed and highlighted new questions
for me to explore and in particular to understand
more fully the intrinsic link to the value of the arts in
developing imagination and creativity. I am trying to
move beyond the surface level of expressing the desire
to be creative with a practical understanding of how to
be creative and how to teach creativity.
As part of my study I became aware that the simple
question of ‘What if…?’ This is a powerful concept for
me to explore more deeply in my teaching practice.
‘What if…’ as Scott Noppe–Brandon, former Executive
Director of the Lincoln Institute says in the introduction
to his book Imagination First: Unlocking the Power of
Possibility (Liu & Noppe–Brandon,2009), “…countless
teachers have asked new questions, viewed ideas in a
different way, and even transformed some part of their
life or work. As you enter this world, asking only one
question with ‘What if?’ will set you off on the journey
Maxine Greene intends.” Using this key question
creates opportunities for teachers to consider how
art teaching might establish more broadly applicable
skills in innovation, imagination and engagement. What
if posing this question as a central tenant of an art
education enables students to engage and see the world
differently?
The quest of our school and what we as visual
arts educators strive to do is to instil in our learners
the desire to engage in the imagination and creativity
of art making. To ask ‘What if...?’ We teach through
experiences, though active and reflective practice,
vibrant learning spaces that enable the girls’
experiences to open them to new ways of seeing. We
hope that these opportunities encourage a heightened
state of consciousness in their learning, opening their
minds and lead them to a different level of reflection
about their work and their own sense of history.

LOUISE BLOOMFIELD
HEAD OF ART, DESIGN AND TECHOLOGY
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UNCOMMON ASPIRATIONS
ST COLUMBA’S COLLEGE, VICTORIA

A

t St Columba’s College, we encourage,
empower and facilitate young women to be
‘uncommon’. Mary Aikenhead, the founder
of the Sisters of Charity order wanted her
Sisters to be “contemplative in action” and
“extensively useful”. And so began, an unbroken
chain of women of vision, initiative and generosity who
sought and continue to seek creative solutions to the
complex challenges of their times. Being uncommon is
embedded in our history and this tradition continues
today. It is our hope at St Columba’s that our students
should leave the school with the skills, knowledge and
desire to ‘transform the church and renew the world’.

There are several common threads that interweave
through and bind all of the visual arts subjects. They are:

.

An explicit intention to explain to students what,
why and how they are learning. To this end, we utilise
two graphic headings, under which our teachers
write the learning focus and activities for each lesson
(pictured left). This helps students structure their
class experience and provides a gauge to check
their challenges and successes.

.

A purposeful approach to teaching and learning
about the nature of creativity itself. During the first
cycle of classes in each semester, our students
participate in a number of activities designed to
engage them creatively, and provoke them into
gaining an ability to distinguish creative thinking
from artistic thinking. We have developed a
poster containing a number of conceptual
prompts as a basis for both individual reflection
and group discussion.

.

An explanation of the working process, which
students will use in the design and production of
their own artworks. The key conceptual terms are:
Explore, Develop, Refine, Resolve and Evaluate.
Again, we ask the students to refer to a graphic
image that helps them visualise this process, and
check whether they are making progress towards
their learning goals. Additionally, this is explicitly
linked to assessment, both formative
and summative.

.
Well, that’s a big ask… but through the visual
arts we certainly enable them to be independent and
critical thinkers with the curiosity and restless spirit
to be agents of social change. By viewing, analysing,
discussing, designing, producing and evaluating
artworks, our students gain visual literacy skills that
allow them to navigate their increasingly image–
saturated world.
Young women at St Columba’s participate in
compulsory visual arts courses in Years 7 and 8,
in which they learn about Indigenous and non–
Indigenous Australian cultural perspectives, gain an
understanding of the nature of symbolism, discover
their own visual language and investigate issues
associated with art in public places. At Years 9
and 10, students may select from a wide range of
courses, each with its own conceptual focus. For
example, The Dinner Party explores the relationship
between form and function; Pocket Produser enables
students to make media products with their personal
communication devices; Reality Check investigates
the nature of representation; and Collage to Camera
looks at traditional and contemporary forms of image
construction. In their senior years of schooling, our
students may choose from VCE (Victorian Certificate
of Education) subjects Art, Studio Arts and Media,
each of which provide them the opportunity to develop
an individual folio of artworks.

A focus on peer feedback. While our teachers
constantly provide and receive feedback from their
students, we have developed specific practices
to encourage students to respond to each other’s
ideas and artworks. We believe that this teaches
them both visual and art language, enables them
to understand their own and their peers’ working
processes, and helps them be accountable for
keeping up–to–date with the required work.

.

Finally, our students learn how to analyse and
evaluate their thinking and working practices,
monitor their progress, and document their use
of materials and techniques through reflective
annotations that accompany their visual designs.

IT IS OUR HOPE AT ST COLUMBA’S THAT OUR STUDENTS
SHOULD LEAVE THE SCHOOL WITH THE SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE
AND DESIRE TO ‘TRANSFORM THE CHURCH AND RENEW
THE WORLD’.
We believe the visual arts are invaluable in promoting
creative and critical thinking, and, therefore, they form
an essential component of the education of young
women at St Columba’s College. The Visual Arts Domain
is constantly working on improving our pedagogy and
practices to further enhance the engagement of our
students in their creative endeavours.

SETH SEIDERMAN
VISUAL ARTS DOMAIN COORDINATOR
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ART IS ABOUT TAKING RISKS
PERTH COLLEGE, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

E

merging West Australian artists are opening
the eyes of Perth College students to
opportunities within the creative arts.The
school’s artist–in–residency program is now
in its second year and 2014 guest Andy Quilty
—a keen surfer and former surfboard artist—has
redefined any ideas the girls might have had of a
typical artist.
His laidback nature, easygoing manner and
prolific use of ballpoint pen were a hit with students
from Kindergarten to Year 12. During his three–week
residency at the school he inspired the girls to let their
imaginations run wild.
Acting Head of Visual Art, Dianne Good, said the
artist–in–residency program was extremely beneficial
to students and staff. Andy had set up a working studio
in the Art department foyer and encouraged students
to take risks with their artwork by experimenting with a
variety of media and techniques.

The immediacy and intensity of Andy’s working
style was inspirational to the girls, and staff also
benefitted from his knowledge about techniques
and processes.
One of our teachers, Lynn Mudie, assisted Andy
with the etching process and he utilised our etching
press to produce some prints. This complemented the
program Lynn runs in class. The students are currently
creating portraits using etching processes and saw
first–hand how Andy incorporated the prints he made
into his artworks and the possibilities of non–traditional
print methods.
Andy produced a prolific body of work during his
artist–in–residency, in preparation for his next solo
exhibition as well as the 29th annual Perth College Art
Exhibition, a community event supporting established
and emerging WA artists in early April.
Our girls were lucky to have had the opportunity to
observe and engage with Andy’s creative process and
studio practice; he conveyed a refreshing and original
perspective on art making and is proof that being an
artist is achievable.
The artist–in–residency program is funded by the
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TECHNOLOGY IN TODAY’S
MUSIC CLASSROOM
ST MARGARET’S ANGLICAN GIRLS’
SCHOOL, QUEENSLAND

O

ne of the most significant issues facing
educators in recent years is the explosion of
the integration of technology (Krejsler, 2004).
In particular, music education is an area where
technology has radically changed both the
content and structure of the curriculum and the way in
which students complete class tasks and projects.
The silent nature of technology and the constant
interference of computer screens and the Internet
means visual and aural monitoring of student activity is
significantly compromised, particularly in the secondary
school music classroom where music publishing
software and recording technology is utilised frequently.
Through messaging programs such as skype or any
number of social media platforms, students can
communicate with each other, silently, while appearing
to be working diligently on their computer. Furthermore,
as technology takes over as a learning tool and
infiltrates the lives of teachers and students, boundaries
between home, school, work and leisure become
increasingly blurred. (Krejsler, 2004).
In a typical, contemporary music classroom,
students could be involved in a variety of theoretical,
practical and creative activities. Composition work
is completed using desktop computer stations
with piano keyboards. Practical work is rehearsed
at various locations around the classroom, often
with the assistance of backing tracks played on the
student’s personal device, while the teacher works
with individuals and small groups. This substantial
shift within music education significantly changes
the pedagogical practices of teachers, and ultimately
increases student autonomy, choice and self–reflection.
(Fejes & Nicoll, 2008).

THE IMMEDIACY AND INTENSITY OF ANDY’S WORKING
STYLE WAS INSPIRATIONAL TO THE GIRLS, AND STAFF ALSO
BENEFITTED FROM HIS KNOWLEDGE ABOUT TECHNIQUES
AND PROCESSES.
Andy works quickly spending only a couple of
hours on each piece. He uses biro instead of pencil
because he believes whatever ends up on the page
is meant to be and that there’s no such thing as a
mistake when it comes to art. Andy became serious
about art as a full–time career in 2011, after he was
a finalist in the City of Perth Black Swan Prize for
Portraiture and won the City of South Perth Emerging
Artist Award. His former high school Art teacher
had suggested he enter exhibitions as a way to get
exposure for his art.

Perth College Art Committee, which comprises staff
and parents who promote the visual arts through the
annual art exhibition and also raise funds to expand the
school’s art collection. Helena Valley resident, Yvonne
Zago, was Perth College’s first artist–in–residence
during March 2013 and one of the pieces she created
during her time at the school now hangs on the walls of
the Art department studio.

LAUREN UNDERHILL
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
IMAGES (LEFT) Perth College students were fascinated by the work
and attention to detail of 2013 artist–in–residence, Yvonne Zago.
(RIGHT) Perth College students were captivated by 2014 artist–in–
residence Andy Quilty’s artistic style and laidback nature.
THE ALLIANCE OF GIRLS SCHOOLS AUSTRALIA

Teachers need to embrace the opportunities that
the integration of technology provides for teaching and
learning. Boundaries of time and space are no longer a
limiting factor in education and the Internet and online
learning grants schools, teachers and students more
autonomy than ever before. (Selwyn, 2000). Music
students of today are able to watch performances by
the world’s greatest Symphony Orchestras, create
professional sounding film scores, record their own
performances and upload them for friends and family
around the world to instantly view and learn a multiude
of instruments and repertoire all from the comfort
of their own home. Assessment tasks and learning
experiences are limited only by the imagination and the
role of the teacher can no longer just be as an initiator
of instruction. The teacher must take on many roles,
including mentor, guide, consultant, moderator and
inspirator. (Krejsler, 2004). Students are encouraged to
incorporate technology into the presentation of their
assessment in unlimited ways. This allows opportunities

for project–based learning and encourages students
to focus on and develop their own particular talents
and strengths. It also allows the teacher time to
present new repertoire or new genres in greater depth
while also allowing more time for self–reflection. This
emphasis, in turn, supports the concept of learning
as a life–long project as students become the guides
to discovering their own learning pathways, with the
support of teachers. (Krejsler, 2004). To this end, one
of the greatest challenges faced by teachers today
is the need to relate curriculum content to areas that
genuinely excite and interest students. (Krejsler, 2004).
Technology is a powerful facilitator of this shift in
pedagogical focus, and teachers and students have
more freedom than ever before.

IN ORDER TO HARNESS THE INCREASED FREEDOM AND
AUTONOMY CREATED BY THE INTEGRATION OF TECHNOLOGY,
TEACHERS MUST CREATE A CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT THAT
ENCOURAGES STUDENTS TO WANT TO LEARN AND WANT TO
COMMIT TO CLASS TASKS.
The goal of any educational institution is to impart
the transferable skills required to function as a citizen
in an increasingly globalised world. (Krejsler, 2004).
While the influence and integration of technology is
a significant challenge for educators and institutions
to manage, through supporting this influence and
adjusting to the challenges it presents schools can
help students develop self–motivation and self–
governance. Education is increasingly reflecting a
move to a knowledge–based society, characterised
by individualized learning strategies taking place in
a variety of settings. (Krejsler, 2004). If schools are
to remain relevant and survive through this period of
radical change, they must embrace the opportunities
that the integration of technology provides to students
and staff alike. Educators must come up with new
ways to inspire, motivate and connect with students
while supporting them in their quest to discover and
develop their own unique skills and talents. It is only
through this that education will remain relevant and
engaging for students, and the goal of creating life–
long learners who will become truly significant citizens
will be realised.

ANGELA BOWEN
MUSIC SUBJECT COORDINATOR
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THE IMPACT OF MUSIC
ST PETER’S GIRLS’ SCHOOL,
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

create a more refined and stronger sound. This caring
environment is proven to produce higher quality
results as the girls feel safe taking greater risks
musically and emotionally.
In keeping with the St Peter’s Girls’ School ethos
of community service, an integral part of the music
camp is our connection to the local community. The
girls have time to explore Ardrossan and discover the
differences between their own lives and the lives of
people in this community.

A BLANK CANVAS
STRATHCONA BAPTIST SCHOOL,
VICTORIA

A small concert is staged to raise funds for the local
hospital and is attended by the girls’ parents and local
community members. Many parents undertake the two–
hour drive to attend this very special performance and
support their daughters and the local community.
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OVER THE LAST THREE YEARS OUR SHOWCASE CONCERT
HAS RAISED OVER $3000 FOR THE ARDROSSAN HOSPITAL
AND THESE FUNDS WILL HELP TO RENOVATE THE
KITCHEN FACILITIES.

S

t Peter’s Girls’ School is developing a diverse
and lively creative arts culture within the
school. Our music program, along with our
programs in dance, drama and visual arts, is
going from strength to strength.

In February seventy girls, aged between 12 and
17, attended our annual music camp at Ardrossan, a
small town on the York Peninsula, South Australia. The
camp is a wonderful opportunity for the girls to immerse
themselves in their music for an extended period of
time. Members of the three school bands, senior string
ensemble, Middle School string quartet and jazz choir,
Enchanté attended this camp.

Our music camp, now an entrenched part of our
annual music calendar, sets up each ensemble for
performances throughout the year. It is an invaluable
opportunity to learn new repertoire and assess each
ensemble member’s abilities. During camp we have
time to focus on learning new techniques, developing
abilities and finding areas that each group can work
on throughout the year. During the year our students
participate in over forty performances for the local
school and surrounding communities and participate
in a variety of competitions. The success of St Peter’s
Girls’ at these events is a tribute to the hard work of
our music camp participants and organisers.

FIONA MAJOR
STRINGS COORDINATOR

Over the three days the girls rehearsed intensively
with a range of specialist tutors, attended workshops
and participated in performances. Importantly the girls
are encouraged to socialise and develop bonds with
other music students across year levels. We believe
that ensembles that are socially dynamic and fun
produce more motivated and committed students and

T

hroughout 2014, Strathcona is undertaking
significant building works in preparation for
a new learning centre. The new buildings will
house contemporary middle school classrooms
with flexible learning spaces, along with a
Science Discovery Centre and a Knowledge Exchange
for information resources and technology support.

Early in the year before the old buildings were
demolished, builders set up several metres of wooden
hoardings, creating a safe environment for both staff
and students. Soon after these large painted boards
were erected it became clear that they were a perfect
blank canvas. Just right for involving students in some
creative work and beautifying this space that forms the
main central courtyard of the school.
As the new Head of Art it was exciting that this
expanse of space had so much creative potential.
It has provided the foundation for developing some
interesting projects for our girls, and an engaging
environment for the whole school community during a
year of change.
For our first project I discussed with the Junior
School Art teacher, Susan Clarke, the idea of creating
a joint mural between our Year 12 VCE Art class and
the newest members of the school, our Preps. After
exploring a few ideas we settled on one that we
hoped would be a cheerful and engaging artwork for
the whole school to enjoy, while providing a valuable
learning experience for these different age groups.
Using paint and markers we decided on a
drawing–based task where by the Year 12 students
would draw around the Prep students’ bodies and
their own, linking arms to form a chain. Each student
would then draw her own self–portrait, with the aim
of showing the contrast between our Prep students’
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In the classroom, we prepared our students
by discussing portraiture and the proportions and
details of the face. With the senior girls we examined
different types of portraiture and how they wanted the
mural to look stylistically. During the actual creation
of the work, we were delighted at the exchange and
interaction between our girls. Watching our senior girls
naturally and easily coax beautiful fresh drawings from
the excitable Preps.
Once the self–portraits had been completed, the
Year 12 Art students worked on blocking in the school
uniform and hairstyles. Then the Prep students drew
and painted colourful flowers, adding further meaning
to our concept of girls’ change and growth.

“This year was my third music camp and it is fair
to say that the annual event has become a valuable
tradition. Once again, it was great to showcase our hard
work to our parents and the Ardrossan community while
at the same time raising money for the local hospital.”
Thenu Herath Year 11 violin student.
A highlight of the concert was the Middle School
string quartet’s performance with some of our senior
soloists. The performance had a strong impact on one
patient who had been in a reclusive state for some
time. After our performance the patient spoke her first
word — flute — in months. This breakthrough had a
great impact on the girls who were fortunate to witness
it and we believe it is evidence of the power of music on
our wellbeing. It was wonderful that the patient’s father
and long–term nurse were also present and are now
considering music therapy to help with her progress.

representations of the face and our senior girls’
drawing technique, highlighting the growth and change
from our youngest artists to our oldest.

This mural has been completed during the first
few weeks of the school year, before the Year 12 Art
students were engrossed in their individual art folios.
The time spent on this task was undertaken with the
senior girls understanding that they were working
collaboratively to create a temporary artwork. It also
provided the opportunity to discuss contemporary
ideas of art making, such as collaboration, community
murals, ephemeral art and street art, alongside direct
links to their study of Artist Frida Kahlo’s
self–portraiture.

THE MURAL WAS ALSO INTENDED TO BE A PROMOTIONAL LEAD
INTO OUR ARTS WEEK DURING THE FIRST WEEK OF MARCH.
IT PROVIDED A FOCAL POINT FOR ALL STAFF AND STUDENTS
TO SEE OUR GIRLS WORKING ON SOMETHING TOGETHER, FOR
THE ENJOYMENT OF THE WHOLE SCHOOL COMMUNITY.
The usefulness of the hoardings for creative
engagement will not be left at this single mural space,
with more areas being earmarked for use. Next to
appear is a commemorative sign–in space, initiated
by the Strathcona Art Captains for 2014. Later in
the term will feature a Year 11 art project combining
drawing and street art styled wheat–pastings.
Following on from that is the potential to display Visual
Communication and Design work, and towards the
middle of the year we are hopeful to save a space for
our Year 7s to work alongside an artist as part of an
Artist in Residence program.
It is wonderful that the blank hoardings have been
able to be used as a creative focus outside the visual
arts classroom. The normally quiet, individual creative
endeavour that visual art teachers see each week can
be extended into more collaborative art making adding
another dimension to our learning outcomes. There
is also the satisfaction of creating something out of
nothing, and allowing these creative activities to evolve
and develop as our girls and our new learning space
grow around us.

ERIN HORSLEY
HEAD OF ART
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WEAVING NEW WAYS OF THINKING
WENONA, NEW SOUTH WALES

of young women in Year 12 receiving nominations for
Board of Studies HSC showcase events each year. We
are seeing a resurgence of interest, with a wide range of
girls electing to study Visual Arts and TAS.

t Wenona School in North Sydney, under
Principal Dr Briony Scott, creativity is
celebrated as a way of broadening horizons
and embracing new ways of thinking.
We have raised the profile of creative arts
in a number of ways and our innovative programs
enrich and inform diverse aspects of the curriculum
and community.

As creativity and design thinking continue to flow
through all subject areas at Wenona, I am privileged
to be able to travel to Japan as a recipient of one of
the inaugural Wenona Teaching Fellowships, to study
traditional dying, printing and weaving techniques.
I look forward to bringing back new skills and
continuing to engage and inspire staff, students and
the wider community.

A

GOING INTO THE DEEP—
THE CREATIVE ARTS AS A SPRINGBOARD
TO TRANSFORMATIVE BEING
ST URSULA’S COLLEGE, QUEENSLAND

I

n educating young women, the creative arts have
always been a powerful vehicle for exploration,
experimentation, imagination and expression.
Through meaningful practice in creative thinking,
problem solving, production, communication and
reflection we, at St Ursula’s College, Toowoomba have
embarked on a transformative journey, connecting
with life. We engage and inspire our students in the
creative arts by drawing on the Catholic Ursuline
tradition, founded by Saint Angela Merici (St Ursula’s
college, Toowoomba, 2011).

We have set up a Creative Arts student leadership
team. These young women present at assemblies, help
set up our Kindergarten to Year 12 art exhibitions and
promote our Technology and Applied Studies (TAS)
fashion shows.
This year the co–captains are running Wenona’s
SnapShot Photography competition for Years 3 to 12.
The Senior College girls are also very excited about
our inaugural Sustainable Fashion Market. It is student
run and focused, teaching students the importance of
sustainable fashion and the impact young consumers
have on the global environment.
For Wenona’s boarders, we run a number of craft
workshops and are planning some tours of Sydney’s
art galleries. Other initiatives include hosting artists—in
—residence and world class art shows and running a
creative arts tour to Berlin, Paris and New York.
The school has embraced creativity, innovative
thinking and design thinking. Visual Arts and TAS
teachers adopted the process of ‘design thinking’ 20
years ago. We know what it is to be creative in our
thinking, to engage in critical thinking and problem
solving and to actively reflect on solutions. We are
still developing our programs, putting in place annual
events that support our aims so that all students
benefit. It is evolving. We are not rushing.
Broadening understanding of Australia’s cultural
diversity, the school welcomed Indigenous artist
Stephen Green who worked with Wenona’s youngest
learners, exposing them to aspects of Australia’s oldest
culture while helping them think about and create
traditional symbols and maps.
Wenona’s inaugural global Creative Arts Tour in
2013 was so successful it is likely to be repeated next
year. We were thrilled to be able to take 28 Visual Arts
and TAS students in Years 10 and 11 to Berlin, Paris
and New York. Students immersed themselves in the
creative art and design cultures of these cities, learning
about historical and contemporary art and design
while working with local artists and visiting some of
the world’s most significant museums and art galleries.
What we have found is that all the girls who went on the
Creative Arts Tour are now using what they learnt from
the tour in their major projects, and we are seeing some
wonderful ideas emerge.

IN 2013, MURAL ARTIST ANNETTE BARLOW WORKED WITH
STUDENTS TO CREATE A MURAL CELEBRATING WENONA’S
MIDDLE SCHOOL SERVICE LEARNING CONTRIBUTIONS IN
VANUATU. WITH JUNIOR SCHOOL STUDENTS, SHE CREATED
A VIBRANT TROMPE L’OEIL OF A JUNGLE, TRANSFORMING A
LARGE CONCRETE TUBE.
This April, Wenona will facilitate a photomedia
conference in the school’s Independent Theatre,
for HSC markers, teachers and parents. Previously,
Wenona has hosted a major College of Fine Arts
exhibition in the Judith Dey Gallery.
We have had visiting specialists run printing
workshops for parents, teachers and students. We are
looking at reinvigorating our extra–curricular master
classes, to develop skills outside the classroom. We
want creativity to flow through everything we do.

KATIE WAUD
DIRECTOR OF CREATIVE ARTS
IMAGE (ABOVE) Wenona students with Artist in Residence Annette
Barlow and a mural celebrating Wenona’s Middle School service
learning contributions to schools in Vanuatu.

Academically, Wenona’s Visual Arts and TAS
achieve consistently impressive results, with a number
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The arts inspire meaningful, relevant engagement
through cultural immersion programs and experiences
that have profoundly influenced our students and the
communities they have visited or with whom they have
shared time (Morrison, 2014). Over the last few years
our college has forged significant links with communities
in rural areas and overseas, generating friendships and
sharing giftedness with young people from Longreach,
Coonamble, Chinchilla, Tiwi Island, London, Bangkok
and New York.
Out–reach projects and tours are complemented
with exhibitions, excursions, incursions and visits from
professional artists and practitioners, many of whom
are past students. We have coined the term, ‘Piazza
Learning’ with reference to our Italian beginnings in order
to embrace the notion that learning is fluid, open and
dynamic. For this reason our excellent Art collection is on
view in passages and hallways along with the wise words
of St Angela as a wonderful instructive resource.

IMAGE Entrances and Exits
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Our history is empowering and our programs
reflect this enriched context. There is a sense that we,
collectively, belong to a creative learning community
that expands from the individual to incorporate and
impact the world beyond college life. “We strive to be
a transformative learning community and a hopeful,
faith–filled community through confident innovation,
reflection and responsiveness, individuality and
interdependence, service and justice” (St Ursula’s
College, Toowoomba, 2011).

humanity, empathy and the human condition (Morrison,
2014). Subject matter, concepts, themes and focuses are
developed from a student-centred pedagogical approach
with the aspiration of creating a better world. To this end,
our girls are encouraged to respond, imagine and create
using the arts for developing a deeper understanding of
social justice issues (Fox, 2014). They explore ways of
raising awareness and voicing our deepest concerns;
sometimes suggesting ways forward that transcend self
in the spirit of service to others.

We teach girls in terms of their interests, sociability
and brain development (Sax, 2006). Belief in the integrity
and potential of the female spirit inspires and motivates a
curriculum that encourages creative skills through which
young women build self-confidence, solve problems
imaginatively, learn to cooperate and gain a sense of
their role in society.
Constant reflection and renewal of strategies and
structure ensure that our students are offered every
possibility to explore, challenge and engage with the
world through many contexts and perspectives, past and
present. As a community, we are story tellers, addressing
issues, focusing on the real world that relates to identity,

The everyday functioning of the college integrates
the creative arts in many ways. Some subjects have been
combined to support interactive, cross curricular learning
which caters for diverse learning styles. We have seen
units written to include media arts/ visual arts in teaching
art and popular culture with reference to consumerism
and mass communication. Religious Education has
been combined in some units offering opportunities to
experience topics from contemporary perspectives.
For example, there are relevant issues discussed and
explored in a unit entitled The Media, Morality and You.
A Year 10 Religious Education/Drama unit, ‘Walking
on Broken Glass’, similarly challenges and questions
the nature of human suffering through performance,
demonstrating the power of Drama to make social
comment (Morrison, 2014). continues over
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Digital technologies and new media have had a
brain-changing, profound and invigorating impact on
researching and learning in the arts.

WE FELT INSTINCTIVELY THAT OUR FEET WERE ABOUT TO
TREAD STRANGE NEW PATHS; THAT A FUTURE LAY BEFORE US
MORE WONDROUS THAN WE EVER DREAMED OF…
—(KNEIPP, 2007)
Times have changed and we continue to evolve and
grow, in order to remain current and relevant in educating
young woman facing the challenges of our contemporary
existence. We try, especially through the Creative Arts,
to sustain that inspiring and hope–filled response by Sr
Ignatius (Kneipp, 2007) when the first Ursuline sisters
disembarked in Sydney, Australia in 1882.

LINDA HUTTON
HEAD OF FACULTY, VISUAL COMMUNICATION
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Certificate of Education (VCE) artwork was also on
display in a variety of smaller spaces, allowing a more
intimate experience, and students who were involved
in the wearable art assignments,
paraded amongst the crowd to show off their
contemporary designs.

SHELFORD HAS A VIBRANT PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT
THAT OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF ORCHESTRAS, BANDS AND
ENSEMBLES THAT PERFORM AT CONCERTS, SOIREES AND
RECITALS BOTH AT SHELFORD AND EXTERNALLY. STUDENTS
DEVELOP THEIR SELF–CONFIDENCE, PERFORMANCE SKILLS
AND CREATIVITY THROUGH A VARIETY OF DRAMA ACTIVITIES
AND PERFORMANCES ACROSS THE SCHOOL.
One event where both drama and music skills are
on display is the House Performing Arts Festival (HPA).
In the words of the Senior Shelford Performing Arts
Captains:
HPA every year is a tremendously exciting event.
The amount of effort and organisation and overall
house spirit that goes into these performances
often astounds members of the community. This
year, HPA was incredibly close... the acting,
dancing, a cappella, house songs, original
compositions and settings were of a very high
standard. For the judges, it would have been a
very tough decision. The performances were all
of an incredible standard, and at the end of the
night, the scoring showed just how close it was,
with only one or two points separating the houses.
Blundell House won the continues over

A VIBRANT AND INNOVATIVE
ARTS PROGRAM
SHELFORD GIRLS’ GRAMMAR, VICTORIA

S

helford’s Art Department was a hub of
excitement as it produced an innovative
exhibition of student work, from Prep through
to Year 12 students. Artworks created by every
student were incorporated into an audiovisual
display and projected onto the school’s heritage
building, Helenslea, on a balmy October evening.

night with a clean sweep, but everyone walked
away with their heads held high and a great
sense of pride... The night had its ups and downs,
particularly for Blundell. A technical error during
the dance to Footloose ended the song midway,
a nightmare for any daring performer. The girls
however, showed great courage and skill as they
continued without missing a beat, supported
by the wonderful audience, who filled in for the
missing music as best it could. The Blundell girls
... went on to bring home the win for their house.

FIONA QUINN
DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING

INVESTIGATING & EXPERIENCING ART
WESTLAKE GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL,
NEW ZEALAND

E

In 2013, a Year 9 Design option was also introduced
at Westlake Girls. Design offers students an opportunity
to work across a range of departments and its purpose
is to assist students to make more informed decisions,
before moving in to graphics, art and digital fields.

THE ALLIANCE OF GIRLS SCHOOLS AUSTRALIA
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ach year, 400 Year 9 students enter Westlake
Girls, with varying arts experience from a
range of contributing schools. To ensure
students experience a taste of art available
at senior levels, each Year 9 student takes
Core Art. Core Art covers drawing, painting, sculpture
and printmaking and fosters interest in art through
experiences, enabling students to achieve on their
journey, build confidence in their ability and make
informed choices moving through to senior levels.

ANY CHILD IS AN ARTIST. THE PROBLEM IS HOW TO
REMAIN AN ARTIST WHEN WE GROW UP.
—PABLO PICASSO

This exhibition was breathtaking and students
cheered as they viewed their works. Family,
friends and the local community enjoyed a carnival
atmosphere, with entertainment provided by the
Shelford Jazz Band, a fire–eater and face painting
artists, and a barbecue, cupcakes and fairy floss
served by students, staff and parents. Victorian

Skills and knowledge are developed and act as a
scaffolding system from year to year. Units of work with
all courses are based on contemporary practice, which
means students can engage with current issues.

House Performing Arts promotes house spirit and is
one of the highlights of the school calendar. This event is
an outstanding learning experience, and an opportunity
to develop skills in organisation, the ability to work as
part of a team and leadership. It provides experience
in a variety of aspects of the performing arts, and an
opportunity to enjoy the thrill of stage production. Whilst
certain aspects might prove quite challenging, the
outcomes are really something to behold.

Westlake’s Art Department offers a website for
Year 9 students to view the work of students in the
next year level so that they know what to expect. The
website contains resources, quizzes in art history and
links assisting students with their art work. A team of
nine staff is available to guide students with different
strengths and interests. Year 9 students are also
encouraged to attend Art Extension, which is offered
to interested students after school.

Involving a variety of media, including painting,
printmaking, drawing, photography, silverwork,
glasswork, ceramics and garment construction, this
event broadened the students’ awareness of the
changing face of art exhibitions, and the continual
evolution of media available for the creation of art.

Students are encouraged to become critical thinkers,
with an emphasis placed on researching, brainstorming
and building concepts through to final solutions.
Students enjoy building their skills and gain a deeper
understanding of what design is and how it affects their
world. Design skills and knowledge are life–long and
have wide applicability.

When students reach Year 13 in the visual arts they
have become independent and divergent thinkers. They
also have the choice of six subject areas under the
Visual Arts umbrella: Art History, Painting, Printmaking,
Sculpture, Photography and Design.

SUE MCBRIDE
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT (ART)
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CREATING FOR THE FUTURE
MATER CHRISTI COLLEGE,
BELGRAVE, VICTORIA

W

hen I first began teaching at Mater
Christi some years ago, I was struck by
the creative imagination with which girls
approached tasks across the curriculum.
Studying the Infancy Narratives in
Year 11 Religious Education was just the chance for
students to explore details such as Mary’s response to
her impending motherhood through role plays, some
hilarious, some poignant but all demonstrating a
strong creative interpretation of this event. Humanities
students in Years 9 and 10 re–enacted the battles of
the trenches of World War I and Science classes were
frequently involved in activities such as testing mass
by floating eggs attached to parachutes and other such
experiments. Evidence of Csikszentmihalyi’s theory
of flow – a deep absorption in a creative task to the
exclusion of all else – was easily observed in this all—
girls environment.

IMAGE Maternal Ella Stoeckli, Year 10, 2013
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CENTRAL TO BECOMING AN EDUCATED PERSON IS THE
CULTIVATION OF AN AESTHETIC SENSIBILITY AND THE
CAPACITY TO GIVE FORM TO IDEAS AND EMOTION.
— HAYES JACOB, 2010, P.55
In 2014, whilst students employ creative solutions
across the whole curriculum at Mater Christi, their
engagement with the challenges of the visual and
performing arts is significantly heightened. We are an
authorised IB world school, following the Middle Years
Programme (MYP) for students in Years 7–10. At its
heart, the MYP fosters intercultural awareness and
communication through holistic learning and creativity
is key to these goals and skills. The MYP particularly
encourages students to transform their original design

Our college mission statement clearly sets the
agenda as we are called to “to develop informed and
compassionate women of faith who will take part
freely and creatively in the affairs of society”. In taking
up this call, we are excited by the learning outcomes
inspired and enriched through a strong visual and
performing arts program. In a world where girls remain
challenged by under–representation in most fields, we
aspire for our cultural arts education to be significantly
transformative for the next generations of women.
Who knows where they may take our world?

or product and push boundaries to arrive at unique and
original work says Sarah Owen, Arts Domain Leader.
Sarah sees the many connections with practicing
artists as an important characteristic of the arts teachers
at Mater Christi. To mark the College’s 50th anniversary
last year, students and staff worked with a local glass
artist, Kirsten Laken, to produce a commemorative glass
wall. This glorious work stands as an everyday reminder
of the creative enthusiasm within our community.
Excursions to galleries and performances as well as
using blogs and forums to communicate with artists
are regular practices across the creative arts classes.
Keeping in touch with creative directions and projects
builds authentic identities for staff and takes learning into
global contexts, a key aspect of MYP.

JULIENNE FEENEY
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL, LEARNING & MISSION.

As a dance teacher, Sarah regularly observes
students working together to interpret, design, discard
and refine interpretations and notes the consolidation
of the skills of collaboration and curation as the girls
move into their senior years. Drama classes provide
the opportunity for students to take risks safely. In an
all–girls class, there is a great imaginative freedom to
explore characters, to assume personalities and to
understand ideas in different ways in unique and non–
threatening ways.

REFERENCES
Edwards, B. & Edwards, B. 2002. The new drawing on the right
side of the brain. New York, Jeremy P Tarcher.
Hayes Jacobs, H. (2010) Upgrading content. Curriculum 21,
Australia, Hawker Brownlow Education.

students’ experience and knowledge of art, design
and curatorial practice. The venue provides a space
where students can engage directly with contemporary
practitioners in these fields.

The advent of technology in our school has
provided “technical and digital tools for communicating
artistically… also new ways of perceiving the artistic
experience” (Hayes Jacob, 2010, p. 56). Elements of the
creative arts surface across all domains and we see girls
engaging with delight and eagerness to produce work
that is stimulating, provocative and personally satisfying.
Creating a film for a competition led to success last year
for Saran Kim, an International student now in Year 10.
She submitted her work into the National Anti Bullying
competition, ‘Get Ya Head Right’ and was awarded first
prize. Her teacher, Anthony Clarke, comments, “For
Saran, this process was a great achievement culturally
as she was able to represent her ideas in a way that was
universally understood.”
Textiles teacher Barbara Alexander encourages
a journey of discovery in her classes where students
develop their own creative talents, inspired by the
work of past designers. She says, “I love seeing how
students flourish as learners through manipulating fabrics
and other materials to create diverse products from
wearable art to elegant fashion.” In music classes, the
creative challenge is extended through the performance
experience, both solo and in groups. Head of Music,
Sandra Waldron describes the growth she sees in
students who “face their fears and unlock all sorts of
potential, particularly as leaders”.
Angelica Ricci teaches Design and believes that
creative subjects increase students’ abilities to solve
problems. She explains, “They learn early on to identify
issues, seek feedback, reflect and apply; they learn to
push themselves – there is no defined end point because
the creative process is cyclical, and enthusiasm and
effort are valued. They learn that just because it doesn’t
continues over
exist yet doesn’t mean it can’t.”

IMAGE Maternal Ella Stoeckli, Year 10, 2013
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Adelaide Perry Gallery’s annual calendar of events
comprises exhibitions of student work as well as
exhibitions featuring professional Australian artists,
including an exhibition by an artist or designer in
residence at the college. Named in honour of Adelaide
Elizabeth Perry, a respected Sydney painter, printmaker
and draughtswoman who taught at the college from
1930 until 1962, the gallery is open to the public as well
as the college community and welcomes school group
study visits.

GALLERY INSPIRES STUDENTS
PRESBYTERIAN LADIES’ COLLEGE, NSW

F

or students of Pre–Kindergarten through to Year
12, the experience of viewing and displaying
their own creations and appreciating the works
of others in a purpose–built exhibition space is
an integral and enriching component of visual
arts and design and technology learning at Presbyterian
Ladies’ College, Sydney.

Located in ‘The Croydon’ Centre for Art, Design
and Technology, adjoining the Visual Arts and TAS
faculties, Adelaide Perry Gallery was established in
2001 as an educational resource aimed at broadening

The premier event at the gallery each year is the
Adelaide Perry Prize for Drawing. In its ninth year,
the $20,000 acquisitive award attracts entries from
artists Australia–wide. The college invites a prominent
Australian curator, critic or artist to judge the award
and an exhibition of approximately 45 finalists is held
at the gallery during March. In 2014, the Prize attracted
over 450 entries and the judge, former Director of the
Art Gallery of NSW, Edmund Capon am obe, selected
Wendy Sharpe’s Self Portrait with Imaginary Friend
as the winner. As speaker at the opening event Mr
Capon commented “The fact that there were close
to 500 entries this year is recognition of the status of
the Adelaide Perry Prize…Drawing is something that I
absolutely love… I think it is the fundamental charter in
the Visual Arts.” Each year the winning work becomes
part of the PLC Collection where it is available as a
teaching resource for students and staff of Visual Arts
and TAS faculties.

JO KNIGHT
CURATOR, ADELAIDE PERRY GALLERY
IMAGES (TOP) 2013 Arts Technology Festival student work
(BOTTOM) Wendy Sharpe Self Portrait with Imaginary Friend (detail)
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Western ideologies; Australia’s suburban sprawl and
striving for the fantasy of an ideal life.

self–confidence leads to underperformance and a belief
that their talent is limited. Dweck’s growth mindset
theory suggests that a reflective approach to learning
in a supportive open environment, allows the learner
to accept working outside their comfort zone, to build
resilience and to move beyond their narrow perceptions
of what they are able to do.

In the work by Clare Dekuyer the renown Pinocchio
puppet is menacingly manipulated by the hands of
politicians contrasted with the simplicity of the bathtub
boat purposely highlighting the plight of boat people. In
developing her composition, Clare explored the practice
of Behrens who makes exquisite still life paintings from
carefully selected toys. Likewise another student uses
the Pinocchio icon to explore child trafficking. In her
Artist’s Statement Lana Andersson writes “she (Behrens)
places quite politically, environmentally or socially
opposite objects together to get her point across to the
audience”. (Andersson, 2013, p.1).

WHEN ARTISTS APPROPRIATE
LORETO COLLEGE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

T

he Visual Arts Faculty at Loreto Marryatville
has a long tradition in delivering art learning
experiences that challenge gender stereotypes
while providing an aesthetic intelligence to
complement a balanced curriculum.
Accordingly, this has enabled teachers and their
students to embrace the mission of IB Middle Years
Programme (MYP).
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In negotiation with students the subject matter
was determined to be toys. Toy imagery was used to
address contemporary, personal and global issues.
Students were encouraged to take the often innocent
appearance of toys and through subtle compositions
challenge the viewer’s childhood connections with toys
while engaging them in issues of personal and global
significance. Students developed myriad artworks that
explored concerns including new arrivals and political
manipulation; corporate greed and childhood obesity;
child soldiers in Africa and the links to precious gem
mining; Aboriginal people traversing Traditional and

The intrinsic structure of the performing arts,
specifically drama, places the student centrally. The
creative processes are driven by the student’s actions
and decisions. The teacher acts as facilitator and mentor,
guiding the student through their dramatic exploration.

Other students connected with Byrne’s reconfigured
painted figurines that explore issues surrounding the
environment, pop culture and global politics in a satirical
and humorous manner.

In supporting students to address the question
we referred to the text of Alasdair Macintyre’s 2004
speech in which he analysed the connections between
his practice and that of German surrealist artist Max
Ernst’s idea, that an artist, has one eye open, and one
eye closed. The open eye is attentive to the immediate
environment and world events while the inner eye is
focused on the internal mechanisms of the heart.
Making connections with self and others in order
to reflect upon and respond to a contemporary world
aimed for students to independently explore the
significant concept yet be scaffolded by teachers as
they interrogated the artwork and writing of the three
Australian artists Monika Behrens, Penny Byrne, and
Alasdair Macintyre.

W

hen learning is engaging and enriched,
the learner performs the dominant role
in the educational process. Rich tasks
are those that provide opportunities for
active, process driven thinking to produce
inventive outcomes.

In conclusion the engagement in the practice and
ideas of the three Australian artists has resulted in
students’ heightened awareness of contemporary social
and global issues and the role the creative arts play in
spotlighting these to the Australian viewing public. It has
challenged students to consider the issues shaping their
world and the role they and others can play in raising
social consciousness. Further, having researched the
artists’ ideas broadened their skills base to confidently
and empathetically engage in issue–based discourse.

JACKY MORRISSEY HAMILTON LEARNING AREA COORDINATOR
REFERENCE
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IMAGES (TOP LEFT) Boat People Clare Dekuyer
(TOP RIGHT) Work by Lana Andersson
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IMAGE Breaking and entering Neverland Danica Brice

The case study for this article centres on the work
of forty–four Year 10 students who deconstructed the
significant concept: When artists appropriate, the end
result is a strangely familiar, yet an altogether new
creation. The MYP unit question was: How has the work
of Monika Behrens, Penny Byrne and Alasdair Macintyre
caused me to critique my contemporary world?

A PERSPECTIVE FROM DRAMA
CLAYFIELD COLLEGE, QUEENSLAND

Alasdair Macintyre’s focus on his personal
reaction to the horror images that confront him daily,
especially those concerning man’s inhumanity to man,
challenged students to question social complacency
and to strive to explore ways of visually addressing
big issues often resulting in causal linking of ideas and
concepts. Many students identified with his simplistic
iconography that effectively convey complex social
issues in a manner that challenges his audience to
grapple with heart and mind matters. Danica Brice’s
drawing Breaking and entering Neverland employed
the contrasting imagery of a toy soldier and a snow
dome; the dome encapsulates the ideal life that some
strive for and protects the inhabitants from the reality
of the world outside the dome.

Drama promotes multi–disciplinary learning, with
the student working as spectator, communicator,
creator and critic. Students become skilful observers
of the dramatic work of others, to analyse their own
position in relationship to ideas and values of the past.
They apply this skill to become inventors of texts and
performances that are meaningful to contemporary
audiences. For girls, this exploration of the arts as a
reflection of society promotes an understanding of the
influence of women through history, and their place in
current contexts. Girls have the opportunity to challenge
stereotypes through dramatic role–play, exploring
complex analyses of gender issues, and events that
triggered changes to the role of women in society.
Drama pedagogy is pivotal to the depth of
understanding that is achieved. The collaborative
approach of drama allows girls to build stronger
relationships with other students beyond friendship
groups, reinforcing and extending their support
networks. Working as a collective encourages girls
to lead the activity, and as a consequence fosters
confidence and self–worth. By working through
collaborative processes, with a supportive network of
peers and teachers and by taking leadership roles in the
activities, girls discover themselves as members of the
learning community.
This acceptance of their role as learner, promotes
in girls the growth mindset as defined by Professor
Carol Dweck (2006). A challenge for girls is to overcome
a fear of failure, exacerbated by anxiety about being
judged by peers when participating in classes. A lack of

Teachers of drama witness the transformation
of students as they work through rich, collaborative
tasks. A well–managed project that has broad support
can promote the evolution of a class of students into
a tight–knit dynamic group, an ensemble. The group
then functions through the acceptance of different
skill levels, opinions and ways of working. This shift
in mindset creates growth in girls’ confidence and
preparedness to take risks in challenging tasks.
By way of example, the Drama Artist in Residency
Project at Clayfield College sets Year 12 students
the task of creating a new main–stage production
for performance to the local community. The group
of young women work with local theatre artists to
develop a work with broad appeal, while delivering a
meaningful theatrical experience that conveys their
own observations of the world. The significance of
this is not lost on the students. In their years of drama
study leading up to this project they will have created
other works for performance on campus for their peers.
The Artist in Residency Project raises the bar, as the
students work with professionals in the performing
arts industry to write and rehearse the production for
performance in a theatre.
The group of young women learn to appreciate all
contributions made to the development of script, which
is a complex process. Participants must be able work
freely to permit a high level of creativity where, in the
initial phase, no idea is rejected. As the show structure
is refined, ensemble members must accept decisions
about script editing and criticism of their performance
work. The rehearsal process takes patience and
perseverance, made possible through the girls’ support
of each other, and recognition of the progress made by
members of the ensemble through peer feedback.
Now in it’s eighteenth year, the Drama Artist in
Residency Project has given students the opportunity
to lead the decision making, in order to create a work
that expresses ideas about their role as young women.
Through the experience of collaborative work, where the
product will face the scrutiny of the local community, the
girls learn to trust the process and their own judgement,
and take pride in their achievement. Drama projects
such as these are a demonstration of the richness of
learning for girls through the creative arts, facilitating
growth and self–efficacy.

CATHY PERRY HEAD OF DRAMA
REFERENCE
Dweck, C. (2006) Mindset: the new psychology of success.
Random House. London.

IMAGE Yr 12 Production Checking Out , Visy Theatre,
Brisbane Powerhouse.
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T

he experiences that encourage students to
be critical of the world around them and to
realise their own success in the classroom has
progressed in recent years. At MLC the learning
that students access allows them to engage
their creativity – they can explore the things they see
and the ideas they have.

The Year 7 Visual Arts program at MLC is designed
around learning and engagement. As students transition
into secondary school, the MLC Visual Arts program
explores ‘Looking through Different Lenses’ where
students examine the Australian landscape.
This introduction gives the students the opportunity
to explore a range of techniques and skills and a variety
of different mediums through not only Visual Arts, but
Product Design Technology.
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Engaging the Space
Year 7 students are taken on a visit to the Ian Potter
Centre, National Gallery of Victoria as a part of their unit
on Art Theory. Understanding of the role of exhibition
spaces, museums and galleries in our society as well
as nurturing an appreciation of Indigenous and Early
Australian artworks is another extension to this initial
exploration. The written work they complete from this
visit includes a letter to their teacher describing a work
they connected with at the gallery and they paint the
envelope in the style of a 9 by 5 painting. This excursion
is also linked to painting en–plein–air in the King’s
Domain Gardens.

Engaging Design
Students also take a semester of Product Design
Technology and complete a design unit which involves
woodwork construction and a printed textile component.
This unit develops confidence in construction, design
and safety. Students benefit from specialist technology
studios including the college’s Woodwork facility and Art
House, spaces that allow them to explore both two and
three dimensional aspects of design.
Students critically analyse and evaluate modern
and classic chair designs. Using recycled materials and
working with power tools and machinery in the workshop
setting they design and create their own miniature
deckchair models. They learn how to measure, cut, drill,
sand and construct this working chair. They also plan
and design the deckchair canvas using techniques such
as stenciling, riso printing, masking and brush painting to
create the textile design.

Engaging Concepts
Within this initial exploration, students are introduced
to Art Elements and Principles where emphasis is placed
on the integration of line, colour, texture, form and shape
and their artworks are created around thematically based
subject matter. Through this work students become
independent in the development of their ideas and
broaden their skills in thinking and reflecting on the works
they produce. This is enhanced through our Education
Outdoors Program at MLC’s two remote campuses. At
these sites students are required to maintain a visual
diary connecting them with their visual world.

Engaging the Artist
Our Artist in Residence, John Burge is also a
successful part of the college’s approach to engaging
creativity, influencing the teaching by incorporating a
mixed media approach. Throughout visual art in the
college, John introduces students to less conventional
artistic mediums and materials, more commonly used
in the kitchen, such as rice, cling wrap, salt, and tissue

ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE IN
AN EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
IONA PRESENTATION COLLEGE,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

paper to create a range of different textures. This frees
students’ ideas of working with paint and the results
from this learning approach continue to influence the
students’ concepts throughout their artistic journey.

By the end of Year 8 the aim is to have allowed
students to practically bring to life their own developed
concepts and to encourage them to view their own
landscape with a heightened awareness. Many students
find this to be an empowering experience.
“In class we are learning lots of new skills, like
working with wood and sanding and sawing. It’s all so
new to me and I am so excited to see my idea come to
life. It’s so interesting, I never knew I could do this.” –
Year 7 Student
When students are engaged, teachers can try to
instill a sense of curiosity and creativity in them. When
they are truly engaged they lose track of time and space,
and it is often at these times that they find success.
In finding their place at MLC, students are given the
opportunity to try new things, to challenge themselves
and to realise their own potential. Visual art is just one
of the ways that this intention is demonstrated in the
students’ learning experiences at the college.

ALMA TOOKE
HEAD OF VISUAL ARTS
IMAGE Year 7 student’s work from John Burge workshop
THE ALLIANCE OF GIRLS SCHOOLS AUSTRALIA

IMAGES supplied by Jamie Worsley

CREATING ENGAGEMENT
METHODIST LADIES’ COLLEGE, VICTORIA

I

n arts courses, students develop their ability
to reason and to think critically as well as
creatively. They develop their communication
and collaborative skills, as well as skills in using
different forms of technology. Through studying
various works of art, they deepen their appreciation
of diverse perspectives and develop the ability to
approach others with openness and flexibility.
(The Arts 1999).

At Iona Presentation College we are committed
to developing our girls’ creative intelligence through a
range of co–curricular initiatives designed to complement
curriculum elements within our programs.
In the Visual Arts and Design Department we
recognise the importance of authentic learning
experiences. An artists–in–residence program has
been introduced and allows girls to become immersed
in myriad aspects of the visual arts. The program
endeavours to enable students to interact and respond
to local West Australian artists in an environment where
they feel comfortable and assured. Through the program,
we demonstrate the working processes, the vocational
aspects and the day–to–day realities of visual arts. The
richness of the experience complements the existing
curriculum and provides both insight and inspiration to
our girls. Artists are selected for their suitability to the
mediums and styles that the students are working with in
their studies. They are also given the opportunity to work
with students across a range of delivery methods.
We utilise three different means of interaction in
our Artist in Residence program. In the first approach
artists offer skills and technical knowledge within regular
classes, working with students in practical lessons and
on projects set by classroom teachers. In the second
approach artists design and deliver after–school

immersion programs. Students from all years are invited
to participate in workshops directed by artists. And
finally, in conjunction with the Faculty of Education at the
University of Western Australia (UWA) and the Reciprocal
Mentoring Program, pre–service teachers who are
studying their Diploma of Education are invited to visit
Iona for a day and prepare a short lesson for delivery to
students.
Through the Reciprocal Mentoring Program, our
girls are given experience and exposure to a wide
variety of creative disciplines. The UWA students, while
beginning their careers in education, are keen to impart
their knowledge and experiences as both artists and
fellow students. As an additional benefit, the UWA
pre–service teachers observe, first hand, life within the
contemporary classroom with supportive staff to offer
guidance and encouragement. The UWA students’
specialist areas range from traditional art subjects
such as drawing, graphic design and ceramics but
also, importantly, include areas that are less prominent
within a school environment. These include avant–garde
film–making and photography, animation and jewellery
design. ‘Reciprocal’ by its very nature, is an expression
of a mutual action, and this relationship is exactly what
we endeavour to promote between our girls, staff and
visiting tertiary students.
Most recently, we hosted UWA student and
internationally recognised artist, Jamie Worsley, a
specialist with 13 years’ experience in the art of
glassblowing. His work is currently on display at the Art
Gallery of Western Australia where it has been shortlisted
as a finalist in the prestigious Tom Malone Prize.
Jamie was able to introduce our Years 7—11
girls to his fascinating method of producing glass
artworks. Showing his work through a series of
structured demonstrations, his presentations included
an introduction to the methodology, inspirations,
processes and techniques he uses in his artworks. Our
students were particularly interested in Jamie’s latest
range of studio art forms – melon–size glass sculptures
embellished with pixelated computer characters from
the 1980s. He described the value of following one’s
passions, thinking outside of the square, and patience
(it takes approximately 40 hours to form and polish
his individual pieces). Jamie also described ways in
which he sources the light and imagery that he uses as
inspiration in his work.
Students had the opportunity to ask Jamie questions
and he was passionate in relating his own high school
experience, explaining that while he loved art he was
unaware that the medium of glass even existed. This is
one of the underlying messages we hope to relay to our
girls through our workshops and co–curricular programs
– that there are many ways of expressing one’s creativity
and life long learning.

JENNIFER WINTERBOTTOM HEAD OF VISUAL ART AND DESIGN
LISA FAY CO–CURRICULAR COORDINATOR VISUAL ARTS AND DESIGN
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CREATIVITY AND LEADERSHIP
PRESBYTERIAN LADIES’ COLLEGE,
VICTORIA

J
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ust as girls at PLC Junior School are exposed to
many opportunities for experiencing, perceiving,
understanding and demonstrating positive
leadership they are explicitly supported to build all
aspects of their creative capacity. This nurturing of
the girls to insightfully observe, analyse, solve problems
together and independently to realise their ideas, in turn
contributes significantly to their leadership potential. For
their success, we must give children access to creative
opportunities, particularly as they emerge into a shifting
entrepreneurial workforce (Zhao, Y 2012).

Drama and art are key areas in which creativity
is carefully fostered at the school, and while both
areas focus on distinct skills and techniques, each
complements and extends the other at the points where
content and creative thinking intersect.
The nature of art in general is intercultural, so ideas
sourced from different places are important foundations
for projects. The inclusivity and scope for learning
opportunities this basis provides is limitless and is
enriched further in the context of the student cohort
at the school. Students whose cultural origins span
the globe make powerful contributions, which lead to
myriad understandings of various social and cultural
perspectives, so important for us all (Donelan, K. 2012). In
a recent project each Prep student discussed her cultural
origins and worked from patterns subsequently sourced
from those cultures. The painted plans of one particular
student from India seems to illustrate her implicit prior
knowledge of pattern, apparently heavily influenced by
her family’s culture and now shared with the class.
A sense of autonomy is equally important for
students to develop a global outlook as well as
entrepreneurial and creative spirit (Zhao, Y. 2012). This
year, Year 6 girls will be guided to design a brief for their
own project, focusing on a creative area they would
like to improve in, or are particularly confident with and
would like to extend to a new level. The process and
outcomes of these varied goals will later be shared
with the group, potentially leading to perceived links
between projects and individual perspectives.
In addition to the varied core curriculum we seek to
weave through the students’ experience of art, exposure

Similarly, the dance and drama program encourages
qualities conducive to personal success and leadership.
The girls are encouraged in this program too to draw
from their own experience, which increases the
program’s relevance for students. The girls also work
with others to create outcomes they can claim as
their own, which we enjoy seeing generate among
them a sense of achievement and empowerment. We
further encourage confidence in the girls by providing
opportunities to present to a larger audience. The Junior
Primary students work towards and present a concert
filled with public speaking, singing and dancing, Middle
Primary girls perform a dance concert for which they also
devise their own sequences, Year 5 girls develop and
perform an evening of short plays and by Year 6 the girls
are creating a full scale musical.
Essential to each of these projects is an
understanding of spatial awareness, feelings and
emotions and perseverance. The use of space in relation
to themselves and others, working with and being
mindful of peers’ experiences, the ability to collaborate
and the effort required to push through and figure out
challenges that accompany the learning of new skills
and content are all familiar ideas in our understanding of
motivated and creative leadership (O’Toole, J. 2012).
With plans to integrate a unit of work across drama
and art in which Year 5 girls will conceive Indonesian–
inspired shadow puppets and explore the process of
engineering a puppetry performance, we hope the girls
will be guided to make deep connections between
these related areas of creativity. We hope that these
connections will further unfold into the rich curriculum
offered across the school and beyond this context into
their personal worlds at home and in play. Children’s
play, after all, is one of the most likely times for various
notions of leadership and creativity to be improvised,
deconstructed, reconnected and potentially lead to
surprising discoveries (Brown, S. 2009).

AIMEE LINOSSIER DRAMA & DANCE TEACHER
CHARLEY LEADER ART COORDINATOR
REFERENCES
Brown, S. (2009). What is Play and Why do we do it. In Play: How
it Shapes the Brain, opens the Imagination and Invigorates the
Soul (pp 15–21). Melbourne, Australia. Scribe Publications.
Donelan, K. (2012). Arts Education as Intercultural and Social
DIalogue. In C. Sinclair, N. Jeanneret & J. O’Toole (Eds.),
Education in the Arts (pp. 7–14). Melbourne, Australia. Oxford
University Press.
O’Toole, J. (2012). Art, Creativity, and Motivation. In C. Sinclair, N.
Jeanneret & J. O’Toole (Eds.), Education in the Arts (pp. 7–14).
Melbourne, Australia. Oxford University Press.
Zhao, Y. (2012). Educating Creative and Entrepreneurial Students:
A Triad Model of a World Class Education. At Trans–Tasman
Conference (Workshop 7B). Kingston, Australia. Australian Primary
Principals Association.
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engaging factor for students.

IMAGE Garden Art Show

to many other opportunities ranging from content–related
excursions to participation in large–scale exhibitions of
the girls’ work and interaction with artists in residence.
Directly experiencing and reflecting on the work of others
as well as relating it to the achievements of the girls
themselves is crucial in building creative confidence.

FILLING THE ‘HOLES’ IN HOLISTIC
DEVELOPMENT
MT ALVERNIA COLLEGE, QUEENSLAND

O

ver the past five years we have noticed a
significant and steady increase in the number
of students electing to take music as a
subject. In the past we had only ever had one
class per year level, we have recently seen up
to three classes in some year levels. Naturally, we on
the music teaching team were curious as to why this
increase in enrolments might be occurring.
Through our own reflections, and the reflections
collected from our students over the past three years, we
have made some interesting observations about how the
students at Mt Alvernia College are inspired and engaged
through music.
A common factor that has been identified by students
and staff as playing a significant role in the appeal of
our music program is balance. As I’m sure is the case in
many other music programs, the music program at Mt
Alvernia College provides an effective balance between
freedom and structure. Students enjoy many opportunities
for creative freedom, freedom of expression, freedom
to be themselves and freedom to try new things without
fear of failure or judgement. This is perfectly balanced
with the structure of our sequential program founded in
skill development, the clear expectations in lessons and
assessment items, and the well–scaffolded activities that
invite the learner to move seamlessly from the known to
the unknown in a safe and accessible way.
For example, in our Year 8 music program,
students undertake one semester of regular classroom
music, and also have the opportunity to select to do
one term of a Music Extension subject, which is a
student–driven, independent study subject. In this way,
students develop the knowledge, understanding and
skills that are essential for participating in music in the
structured and sequenced regular classroom program,
and then enjoy reaping the benefits of being able to
apply these learning acquisitions to the project that they
design themselves. Teacher observations combined
with comments collected in student reflections and
subject surveys suggest that the students derive much
enjoyment, satisfaction and confidence from having the
ability to succeed in the creative processes involved
in performing, composing and thinking in music.
These opportunities for success are also an important

In addition to the balance between freedom and
structure, our music program also offers a healthy
balanced diet of opportunities for challenge and success.
In all of the music subjects offered from Year 8 to Year 12,
students are challenged to step out of their comfort zone,
take risks, try new things and to set their own goals and
expectations of themselves and what they are capable
just that little bit higher. Our sequential, aural classroom
program offers academic rigour and challenge, but
complements this with a fundamental objective to provide
successful learning experiences for every student.
Innate to our teaching methodology and program
is a differentiated approach to designing learning
experiences. Every lesson and every assessment task
is flexible and allows for success for every student,
regardless of where they are at in their own skill and
knowledge development. Underpinning everything we
do in the music department is the belief that music is
for all, and I believe that this is a significant contributing
factor to the engagement and inspiration we see in our
students in the music program. Students respond to
being offered an opportunity to be successful in their
learning, whilst not receiving a watered down curriculum
or tasks that lack an element of challenge. I believe
our students crave challenge and are inspired to strive
further to improve their skills and knowledge with each
experience of success.
This sense of challenge, which drives our students to
reach further in their learning, has another positive effect
on their engagement as learners. With each challenge
that is met, or not met, as the case may be, students
derive more meaning in their learning and participate in a
more authentic learning experience. The music courses
at Mt Alvernia are also designed with the aim to provide
an authentic musical education, in which they develop
the skills, knowledge and understanding necessary for
becoming an authentic musician – regardless of whether
they intend to go on to further study. In this way, students
are actively involved in learning a ‘hands on’ skill and are
asked to create and think in music themselves. In this
age of ‘just in time’ education, instant rewards, quick
fixes and ‘at the touch of a button’ technology, perhaps
students are seeking more authentic and ‘hands on’
learning experiences to engage with.
As our numbers of enrolment and involvement in
the music program grow each year, it is wonderful to
see more and more students engaging with and being
inspired in music education. Students experience
academic rigour, sequential skill development, are
afforded a creative outlet and develop their social skills in
music education. The balance of challenge and success,
freedom and structure, along with the provision of
authentic learning experiences, all contribute to promote
personal growth in our students in terms of their self–
esteem and self–confidence. As we strive in Australia to
provide an education that develops the whole person,
perhaps music education is filling the ‘holes’ in our
students’ holistic development.

KRISTEN BROWN
MUSIC SPECIALIST
VOLUME 52 / MAY 2014
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BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
KAMBALA, NEW SOUTH WALES

T

he cartwheels and star jumps we do to create
visual arts programs, learning opportunities
and classrooms that will instill a sense of
passion and engagement would surprise many
people including other teachers.

To be able to work in an area, which is an essential
part of your make up in that you teach it, spend time off
looking at it in galleries and wanting to pursue it yourself
is a great reward and sometimes a frustration. Being able
to pass on this enthusiasm and knowledge to students
can be a joy at all levels.
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Immersing students in the creative arts from
an early age instills an awareness and sensitivity to
learning in many different guises and creates a sense
of excitement and inquiry. Having teachers who exhibit
unbridled passion for their subject by displaying a love
and knowledge for its traditions in equal measure with
its contemporary innovations is a wonderful asset for
any learning institution. It ensures that students are
able to fully embrace and acknowledge their creative
inclinations and endeavours.
“There are no mistakes. The events we bring upon
ourselves, no matter how unpleasant, are necessary in
order to learn what we need to learn; whatever steps we
take, they’re necessary to reach the places we’ve chosen
to go” (Bach, R. 2006 The Bridge Across Forever).
Helping students to “unlearn” perceptions of what art
is, challenging concepts of mistakes and perfection is
one of the biggest challenges facing Art teachers. By
offering a wide range of artmaking practices and looking
at a range of artists who challenge these notions helps
convey and challenge the stereotypes of what is art?
Continually engaging and introducing students to
new artmaking and art studying experiences guides
program making in all courses and the inclusion of
Photographic and Digital Media in Stage 5 allows
for a further engagement of different forms. Having
learnt animation techniques in the Year 8 Pop to
Postmodernism unit students can then elect to study
the subtle and unsubtle nuances of Hitchcock, the
symbolism of Bill Viola and the excitement and boundary
breaking of Shaun Gladwell. Looking at what is relevant
in the students’ world through the portrayal of the
contemporary is explored under the guise of Face to
Face where techniques such as studio lighting and digital

Experiential learning is an essential element in
creating inquisitive students and the location of Kambala
allows ease of access to institutes of art and learning
such as the Museum of Contemporary Arts, the New
South Wales Art Gallery and others within Sydney.
Galleries provide extra stimulation through educational
workshops and the viewing of actual works. This
experience leads students to recognise characteristics
such as scale, subtlety of colour and tone and the
reality of the work, which often sways students in their
understanding, comprehension of aesthetics and the
significance of artworks. It can be a ‘life changer’ in a
student’s art journey.
While teachers pursue classroom experiences that
will enthrall and intrigue, making art without the world
of school bells and other lessons can be an opportunity
that allows the students to become so immersed in
their world of art that it lives on. A three day Art Camp
at Bundanon, which is memorable in the minds of
many Year 9 girls, is where students experience first
hand Arthur Boyd, the varied artmaking experiences
of his world, family and his contemporaries. Students’
exploration and representation of the Shoalhaven
landscape is informed by their emotive and direct
experience, which is enhanced by the creative program
provided by the Bundanon Trust in collaboration with
Kambala staff.
Exposing students to a wide range of artists and
artworks, educational workshops and visiting exhibitions
such as the Biennale and War is Over! Yoko Ono at
the MCA opens the students to a world where the only
limitation is their imagination. This is extended further
with biannual tours to venerable art icons and institutions
in the United States and Europe where not only the
world of art museums and artists make a direct impact
upon the students but the cultural links and insights
beyond the immediate and known world of the student is
enhanced and expanded.
Immersing students in the Creative Arts from an
early age instills an awareness and sensitivity to learning
in many different guises and creates a sense of
excitement and inquiry.
The world of ideas, fantasy and/or reality is an
essential ingredient for students to learn and to develop
into creative productive young artists. Giving students
in any field of the creative arts opportunities within the
classroom and beyond is paramount to developing a
student who can embrace, cherish and engage with all
aspects of creativity. Added to this is the opportunity in
all areas of the school to participate in extra curricular
activities, from Art Club in the Junior School to more
specialised media areas of photography, ceramics and
oil painting in the Senior School.

HELEN MITCHELL
HEAD OF VISUAL ARTS
REFERENCES
Bach, R. 2006. The bridge across forever, London. Pan MacMillan
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IMAGE Year 10 students at the William Kentridge exhibition

portraiture are linked to works by artists such as Cindy
Sherman and Annie Leibovitz.

THAT’S A WRAP: ENGAGING STUDENTS
THROUGH FILMMAKING
PYMBLE LADIES’ COLLEGE,
NEW SOUTH WALES

A

cross the globe, film is fast becoming
a valuable pedagogical tool to engage
students due to its highly interactive
nature. By creating film opportunities,
students actively contribute to the learning
as directors, scriptwriters, investigators, designers,
actors and technicians.

FILM OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDE AUTHENTIC AND ENGAGING
COLLABORATIVE CONTEXTS THAT DEMAND THAT STUDENTS
CONTRIBUTE TO THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT AS CREATORS.
INTRODUCING THE USE OF FILM PASSIVELY IN SCHOOLS WILL
NEVER TRANSFORM EDUCATION; HOWEVER, CHANGE WILL
COME WHEN “STUDENTS AND TEACHERS ARE CREATORS.”
(ROBINSON, 2006)
At Pymble Ladies’ College, we have cultivated
film projects to engage students’ creativity, innovation
and passion. Over 2012 and 2013, students from
Kindergarten to Year 12 have had opportunities in
filmmaking through academic and co–curricular
projects. What began as a co–curricular, internal film
festival for students, for which all films were made
with one camera and one computer, has expanded to
include a wide range of opportunities.
Our use of film as a pedagogical tool is underpinned
by research. “It is crucial that young people have the
control of a form of communication so they can enter
into dialogue in their communities. Narratives are the way
we construct meaning about our world and how we as
individuals and communities communicate and construct
our own identities.” (Anderson & Jefferson, 2009) The
program helps students to connect their experiences as
individuals to those in their community. This contributes
to the development of students’ emotional intelligence
and affords a forum to test and clarify their values.
In 2013, Tamara Sweetman, Film Coordinator and
Drama Teacher, was granted a scholarship by the
Pymble Parents’ Association to travel to the US to
explore how film was being used to facilitate learning.
At New York City’s Calhoun School, a bastion of
progressive education, Tamara saw the project: I’m Not
Racist–Am I? This involved students sharing their stories
of racism and their feelings or indifference to it, enabling
the ownership for the direction of the documentary to be
focused completely on the students’ voices. Students
desire the opportunity to share what matters to them
and to feel that they can make a difference in the
world. Placing ownership with students catalyses deep
engagement.
Tamara’s learning has infused the program with
energy and new ideas. Some of the projects include

the Animation Exploration project in which Years 9–11
students guided Year 2 reading groups in creating their
own stop motion animations. Environmental and social
justice issues have been explored through documentary
making in curriculum areas. Other students have built
their skills through co–curricular film to then complete
major individual film projects at a HSC level in Art,
Drama and English. The internal film festival of short
films made by students, Billboard, has been improved
and expanded and will continue to engage students to
tell stories they feel are important.
The Major Film Project emerged as a particularly
successful project. It saw students contribute as
directors, cinematographers, scriptwriters, production
designers and editors. The student–driven project
involved external film makers mentoring students as
they told their stories. Students from Years 9 – 11
were involved, with Year 10 and 11 students taking on
leadership roles. The students told a story about an
‘engineer of fate’ in which a character called Wilber wrote
people’s ‘fates’ and as the story unravels, discovers the
importance of connection with others in our world.
The students ran their film project professionally
at industry standard, and coordinated it like a mini
film production company. It was a year–long project
involving pre–production, production and post–
production. The film shoot took four days, involving
various locations and the students’ coordination of over
a hundred staff and students as actors/extras. Each
student contributed significantly during the film shoot
and worked together as a larger group to achieve their
end goal: a high quality short film. The students felt
empowered as it was such a large, but achievable goal.
They also relished the autonomy of the project, as they
coordinated and directed the entire story.
In preparing students for an ever changing world, full
of opportunities in which they will need to adapt and think
beyond what has been done before; working dynamically
within film making teams has benefitted them immensely.
“Throughout the course of the year I went from
being a complete novice in film to writing scripts, shots
lists, filming and editing, a process I never realised
required so much effort. Making The Engineer of Fate
means so much to me, we strengthened friendships
and I’m really proud of what we’ve achieved together.”
– Marnie Drake, Year 10
The students learned how to adapt to using different
technologies, understand how to work independently and
problem solve throughout the process. They were able to
demonstrate a broad set of skills that involved creativity,
considering their world in different ways and also with the
possibility of changing it.

TAMARA SWEETMAN FILM COORDINATOR/DRAMA TEACHER, AND
MAURA MANNING DIRECTOR OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
REFERENCES
Anderson, M & Jefferson, M. Teaching the Screen: Film Education
for Generation Next, Allen and Unwin, Crows Nest, 2009
Robinson, K. The Importance of Creativity in Education. TEDTalks
(Sir Ken Robinson), 2006
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“I didn’t think I’d learn so much about myself. I’ve
learnt that pressure translates to strength; it’s during
the times you struggle to be a leader that you grow as a
person.” — Mannat, Pymble Ladies’ College, Sydney

CHOOSING TO LEAD
STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

‘L
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eadership’ is a multi–faceted and
somewhat abstract concept. Certain
qualities that define a successful leader,
such as passion, vision and resilience,
were made tangible for the 160 young
women who participated in The Alliance of Girls’
Schools Australasia 2014 Student Leadership
Conference (SLC) in January this year. They also learnt
that true leaders choose to lead.

The young women—who came from high schools
in Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines and Hong
Kong—were preparing to embark on their final year of
high school in a leadership position.
The five–day residential conference, hosted by Bond
University on Queensland’s Gold Coast and facilitated
by Rising Generations, featured team–building and
character–testing activities, inspirational guest speakers
and practical workshops. In small groups, the girls also
participated in “tribal time” sessions where vulnerabilities
were revealed, thoughts and feelings shared, and the
bonds of friendship formed. The intensity of these
sessions was relieved by regular breaks when the girls
loosened up, danced around to pop songs–appropriately,
the uplifting “Happy” by Pharrell Williams was on high
rotation–and just had fun together.
In defining leadership as the ability to influence
the way in which others think and behave, certain
characteristics essential to being a good leader were
embraced as daily themes throughout the conference.
With these qualities in mind, the girls were encouraged
to consider the impact they will have on their peers at
school this year and in the future.

Passion

Many of the girls have grown up listening to the
charismatic Robyn Moore in various guises — from the
voice of mischievous koala Blinky Bill in the long–running
animated television series to that of the beleaguered
housewife in the Spray ‘n Wipe tv commercial. As a
motivational speaker Robyn’s passion, vigour and
humour resounded with the girls, particularly her
declaration “Leadership can’t be conditional; you’re
either in or out”.

A leadership activity that ignited the girls’ passions,
as well as testing their characters, was “The Super–
Amazing Race”. In their tribes, they competed in a
series of point–scoring tasks in parks and beaches
from Southport to Surfers Paradise. The challenges
ranged from testing the girls’ powers of persuasion in
convincing bystanders to join in a dance “flash mob” to
assessing what they would do for their team by daring
them to imbibe a horrid mix of orange juice, soy milk,
Tabasco sauce and lemon cordial! The victorious Horses
tribe attributed their success to their team members’
enthusiasm and willingness to complete every challenge.

THE MESSAGE THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE CONFERENCE WAS
THAT YOU WON’T NECESSARILY AUTOMATICALLY FIND YOUR
PASSION, BUT BELIEVE THAT YOU WILL FIND WHO YOU ARE,
WHO YOU WANT TO BE AND WHAT YOU WANT TO DO.
– MARTA, MARY MACKILLOP COLLEGE, ADELAIDE
For the girls from the Philippines, “The Super–
Amazing Race” was empowering. Inna from Miriam
College High School said that this activity was a unique
experience for her. “This was a very different thing for me
to do. I wouldn’t do something like this at home, but here
it’s safe and it made me feel more independent.”

Vision
For many girls, the guidance and wisdom imparted
by the guest speakers was the highlight of the
conference. Media executive Deborah Thomas — best
known for her decade–long reign as the editor of The
Australian Women’s Weekly and, more recently, for
her role as business advisor on Channel 9’s Celebrity
Apprentice — shared with the girls her “first lesson of
leadership”: “You must have a vision for your team and
articulate it; you have to know what you want ‘big picture’
and what you want from your team as individuals.”
“The guest speakers have given me a lot of insights.
I’ve learnt that I want to have a vision for my school–an
actual outcome–and I haven’t actually thought about that
before.” —Bridget, Wenona School, Sydney
Deborah’s message was that turning your vision
into reality brings the contrasting yet coupled emotions
of fear and confidence — that you will be fearful that
you can’t do it, but you must be confident in your
abilities. She encouraged the girls to be adventurous,
take opportunities, and recognise and praise other
peoples’ strengths.
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The business acumen displayed by role models
such as Deborah was channeled by the girls in “The
Apprentice App Challenge” where they had to design a
mobile app that would enhance the lives of 12 to 20 year
olds. In judging the apps, Bond University’s Assistant
Professor of Multimedia and Games, Dr James Birt, said
he was astounded by the girls’ practical, sophisticated
and creative ideas that addressed social issues such as
mental health, sustainability and personal safety. Bond
hosting the conference was an additional benefit for the
girls, as they were able to find out about the university
experience first–hand by engaging with staff, mingling
with uni students and enjoying the superb campus.

Values

The girls learnt that while leadership is about
bringing your ideas into being, it’s also about valuing
people, showing kindness and having empathy. Although
leaders have to make tough decisions that deeply impact
on other people, it’s important to value those people
when making those decisions. Bec encouraged the
girls to consider their values and their personal defining
qualities: “Leadership is not about what you do; your
influence as a leader will come from who you are.”
“Leadership is the ability to influence other peoples’
actions and thoughts. It’s not about being the perfect
person on the podium; it’s about bringing yourself to the
table.” — Tessa, St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School, Perth
In pointing out that leadership can be a lonely place
and that it’s impossible for them to do everything by
themselves, Bec emphasised the importance of the girls
taking people with them on their leadership journeys by
building friendships, seeking mentors and asking for help.

Resilience

One of the key messages to the girls throughout
the conference was that it is okay to fail; it hurts, but
through failure great growth happens. At the Leadership
and Resilience Workshop the girls were given practical
strategies in coping with the pressure of expectations,
dealing with conflicts and setbacks, understanding when
to compromise, staying positive, maintaining perspective
and, above all, keeping a sense of humour.

At the Celebratory Dinner held on the Saturday
night, seven–time women’s surfing world champion
Layne Beachley delivered an inspiring address focusing
on resilience. She spoke to the girls about staying
determined despite obstacles, as she had to do to
achieve professional success in a male–dominated
sport. Her message to the girls was to stay honest with
yourself and stick to your goals. “I am inspired by people
that push themselves and achieve greatness, especially
against all odds — people that don’t give up.”

Service

Service programs are an integral part of the co–
curriculum for Alliance member schools. Building on
the principles inculcated at school and inspired by
last year’s SLC, Gussie Cohen and Lucy Tothill from
Margaret’s College in Christchurch, New Zealand,
founded a global charity drive for girls’ education.
Educating Girls Globally (EGG) is an organisation of
girls from girls’ schools whose mission is to improve the
availability and standard of girls’ education by raising
funds. With 37 girls’ schools across seven countries
currently involved, Gussie and Lucy shared their
inspiring story and outlined how the funds raised in the
first year of EGG (more than NZ$24,000) have provided
practical support for Lilongwe Girls’ School in Malawi,
Africa. They encouraged this year’s student leaders
to become involved to extend the reach of EGG. This
initiative is an ideal example of the Alliance’s aim to
foster an international culture of girls supporting girls.
“The biggest learning experience from SLC was the
power of collaborative action. If you combine a whole lot
of small fundraising efforts you can have the power to
do something amazing that you wouldn’t be able to
achieve by yourself.” — Gussie Cohen, St Margaret’s
College, Christchurch
Ultimately, leadership comes down to confidence
— in one’s own judgement and abilities and in others’
capabilities; this confidence is fostered by educating
girls in a single–sex environment. In the supportive and
empathetic atmosphere of the conference, the girls
were able to connect with peers who understand the
challenges of student leadership and to feel that sense of
belonging, so important during adolescence. Energised,
exhilarated and enthusiastic about the school year ahead
of them, the girls departed SLC 2014 with a much clearer
understanding of themselves and an
international network of friends they
can rely on.

LOREN BRIDGE, EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Scan to view SLC2014 Video

THE ALLIANCE IS DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE THAT BOND UNIVERSITY WILL BE HOSTING THE 17TH ANNUAL STUDENT
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE, WITH YLEAD AS FACILITATORS, IN JANUARY 2015. WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING NEXT
YEAR’S YOUNG LEADERS TO SLC 2015.
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PAST PRESIDENT AWARDED BOND
ANNIVERSARY SCHOLARSHIP

T

he Alliance of Girls’ Schools Australasia’s
Immediate Past President, Robyn Kronenberg
of St Michael’s Collegiate School in Hobart,
Tasmania, has been granted a prestigious
25th Anniversary Scholarship to study at Bond
University on Queensland’s Gold Coast.
The University’s Pro Vice–Chancellor for Pathways
and Partnerships, Catherine O’Sullivan, flew to Hobart
to personally present Robyn with her award in front of
her school community and Alliance colleagues at the
Tasmanian branch’s International Women’s Day Breakfast
on March 6. Robyn will use the scholarship to study an
Executive MBA, commencing at Bond University in April.
“Being a school principal presents the opportunity
for enormous growth in many areas and I am particularly
interested in the governance component,” said Robyn.
Robyn believes that an MBA will bring together a lot
of the elements from her past eleven years as a principal
and will give her the extra credentials needed to apply for
governance roles.
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When the 25th Anniversary Scholarships were
advertised on the Alliance of Girls’ Schools website,
Robyn decided to investigate what Bond University had to
offer. “Their Executive MBA includes intensive short bursts
of study that specifically cater for working executives who
prefer to complete their study in short batches of time and
I think this will really work for me” she said.

Robyn’s scholarship is one of 100 special one–off
awards offered by Bond in 2014 to celebrate their 25th
Anniversary year. The academic, elite sport, leadership
and Indigenous awards were advertised worldwide and
provide for 50 per cent of tuition fees.

BOND’S HISTORY OF ATTRACTING THE BEST AND BRIGHTEST
APPLICANTS WORLDWIDE FROM A BROAD RANGE OF
DISCIPLINES AND BACKGROUNDS HAS BEEN ONE OF OUR
HALLMARKS SINCE THE UNIVERSITY’S INCEPTION.
– Professor Tim Brailsford, Bond University Vice–Chancellor.
“Our scholarship program already supports more
students per capita than any other university in Australia
so we thought it was fitting to celebrate our quarter–
century milestone by expanding it to benefit even more
talented individuals, like Robyn, who will go on to play
active leadership roles.”
As a Bond University 25th Anniversary Scholar,
Robyn will have the opportunity to meet high profile
movers and shakers, while studying with an exclusive
cohort of future CEOs, directors and senior directors
from all over the world.
“I’m thrilled to have been chosen for the
scholarship honour and am looking forward to my first
intensive week in April when I’ll also be able to catch
up with four of my students from St Michael’s who are
currently studying at Bond,” said Robyn.

GEMMA ALKER
GENERAL MANAGER, PATHWAYS AND PARTNERSHIPS
BOND UNIVERSITY

> 6 MAY / NEW SOUTH WALES		
Student Alliance Network
Pymble Ladies’ College
> 15 MAY / VICTORIA
Girls and the Online World, Sacre Coeur
Glen Iris
> 15 MAY / TASMANIA
TAS Executive Meeting, Ogilvie High School
> 27 MAY / NEW ZEALAND
AGM, Wellington NZ
> 25–27 MAY / NEW ZEALAND
Creative Girls, Creative Women
Biennial Educators Conference
InterContinental Hotel, Wellington
> 19 JUNE / SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Breakfast meeting, St Aloysius College
> 22 JULY / NEW SOUTH WALES
Student Alliance Network, Roseville College
> 28 JULY / QUEENSLAND
Twilight event, Somerville House
> 5 AUGUST / NEW SOUTH WALES
Dinner meeting, Women’s College
Sydney University
> 7 AUGUST / TASMANIA
TAS Executive Meeting, St Michael’s Collegiate
> 11 AUGUST / TASMANIA
Annual dinner
> 14 AUGUST / VICTORIA
Annual science breakfast
Mentone Girls’ Grammar School
> 11 SEPTEMBER / SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Breakfast meeting, Loreto College

World Challenge excites
and engages, stretches and
challenges, develops new
skills and opens doors to the
future. It’s not just an
amazing trip to another
country, but a developmental
journey that starts long
before the students even
step on the plane.

CREATIVE GIRLS
CREATIVE WOMEN
25–27 MAY 2014
INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL
WELLINGTON NZ
The program for Creative Girls, Creative Women
has been designed specifically for educators of
girls. It will bring together educators, researchers,
advocates and practitioners from all school sectors
for two full days of keynotes, interactive panel
discussions and networking opportunities.
* Non-members welcome
* Day and session passes available
* Preferential rates for accommodation

REGISTRATION INCLUDES
Conference materials
Attendance at welcome reception
Morning, afternoon teas and lunch each day
All conference sessions

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
LOREN BRIDGE
(E) AGSA@AGSA.ORG.AU
(M) +61 408 842 445
(T) +61 7 5521 0749

EDUCATION THROUGH
EXPLORATION!
To learn more about World Challenge
tel 1300 728 568 or visit worldchallenge.com.au
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